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Meeting Notes 
Master Plan of Aligned Use and Water Management at the Hiawatha Golf Course 
Property, a part of Nokomis-Hiawatha Regional Park 

Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Meeting #6a 

June 11, 2019 – 6:00pm to 9:00pm – Meeting paused to reconvene at a date to be 
determined 

Pearl Recreation Center  

Meeting Goal: Create an outline for a single preferred design alternative. 

1. Welcome, Introductions, and Overview of Ground Rules and CAC Charge 

David Kaplan, Chairperson, welcomed everyone and began the meeting at 6:05 pm greeting the CAC 
members. The members of the CAC were asked to introduce themselves. Members in attendance: David 
Kaplan, Craig Nichols, Roxanne Stuhr, Matt Hilgart, Chakra Sankaraiah, Joan Soholt, Kathryn Kelly, 
Teresa Engstrom, Anne Painter, Sean Connaughty, Nathan Shepherd, and Sheila Terryll. Members 
absent: Tim Clemens, Sean Keir, Damon LeFlore, Tara Olds, William Means, and Duane Whittaker. MPRB 
staff present: Tyler Pederson. MPRB staff present in the audience: Michael Schroeder, Emma Pachuta, 
Joe Green. Consultants present in audience: Kurt Leuthold, Kari Haug. MPRB Commissioners present in 
audience: Steffanie Musich, Meg Forney.  

David Kaplan reviewed the Ground Rules and Charge of the Community Advisory Committee. Noting 
that the agenda was full, he asked for cooperation from audience members in limiting their comments 
to the expanded public comment period and respecting the views stated by others. 

Tyler Pederson reviewed the master planning process and future meeting timeline.  

2. Community Engagement 

Tyler reported on the online public input surveys that have been submitted. They serve to give the Design 
Team and CAC a better understanding of existing conflicts and agreements. For the three concepts that 
were set forth, they received 689 responses which are detailed in a 122-page document. [See PPT on 
project webpage for detailed information.] 

• Sixty percent preferred the concepts that featured nine-hole golf courses, and most of those 
preferred the Par 36 course in Concept Two.  

• Fewer than five percent of respondents said they would only play on courses where carts were 
available.  

• For the driving range, most preferred the range over dry land.  
• Golf-related services that ranked the highest included affordable memberships, fitness facilities, 

working with trained golf pros and access to golf simulators.  
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• Most respondents thought Concept Three best engaged the public with nature and protecting 
existing wildlife.  

• Year-round fast casual dining with patios and firepits ranked highest among types of community 
gathering spaces.  

• Concept One ranked highest for best circulation within the park.  
• Environmental nature play areas and gardens ranked highest among non-golf and non-winter 

activities.  
• Pond hockey, ice fishing, tubing, ice climbing, fat biking, and nice quiet trails were suggestions 

for additional winter uses.  

Another survey question asked for respondents’ thoughts about how the MPRB could best celebrate the 
history of African American golfers and Native Americans associated with this site. Responses included: 

• Events that celebrate diversity. 
• Importance of honoring Native American history. 
• Continued collaboration and engagement with African American and youth golfers of all 

backgrounds in learning golf. 
• Have a permanent exhibit about the history of African American golfers in Minneapolis and at 

Hiawatha specifically. 
• Include Native Americans and African Americans in current activities (i.e. Native American chef 

featuring indigenous foods, current rotating art exhibitions featuring Native and African 
American artists, activities that feel comfortable for all, festivals run by Native and African 
Americans).  

Tyler presented several examples of what people liked, didn’t like or thought was missing from each of 
the concepts presented. These were sometimes in conflict with each other. 

More than 200 comments were received at each of the focus session open houses. The comments largely 
paralleled the online survey comments, with many conflicting counterpart comments.  

• Of the two 9-hole golf layouts, the Par 36 is most preferred.  
• Protection of existing and creation of restored natural areas is highly important, as is providing 

protection of homes from groundwater and understanding the watersheds issues.  
• Providing learning opportunities for youth and high school golfers, as well as reducing trash in 

the lake, are important.  

3. Workshop – CAC  

Tyler noted CAC members will work together at this meeting to focus on one solution and create 
recommendations that will be given to the Design Team. At CAC Meeting #7 members will be presented 
with an alternative design graphic or plan, which if approved by the CAC will be forwarded to the Board 
of Commissioners and developed into a Master Plan. If that plan is not approved by the CAC, they will 
proceed with CAC Meeting #8 for further refinement. 

David invited each CAC member to spend about a minute talking about what they did and did not like 
about the three concepts that were previously presented.  
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• Kathryn Kelly: Through all this process right now I still want to see 18 holes of golf on this 
property. I don’t believe any of these concepts protect the homes. There’s too much water for 
both golf and for protecting the homes. I just want to see something more like what we currently 
have. It’s an 18-hole golf course. Also I’m not the only one that says this, but I’d like to present to 
the Park Board the petitions that we have signed that we put together over the last two weeks. 
We have over 400 people who are supporting the 18-hole golf course and so I want to give this to 
the Park Board. It also has ten pages of their verbal responses as to why they want to see an 
18-hole golf course remain. That’s where I’m at right now.  

• Sean Connaughty, Friends of Lake Hiawatha: I responded to some of the concepts that the Park 
Board came up with. There was a lot that I liked about the concepts and I have made drawings 
responding to the different concepts. I guess it’s all part of Concept Two, pretty much verbatim 
what Concept Two created. However, Roxanne and Ryan and a couple of other people worked 
with me on making suggestions…visual suggestions for the Park Board. Primarily it’s about how 
this area wants to be wetland, it’s going to be wetland, and probably nothing that we can do is 
going to prevent it from being wetland. Can’t we use the existing topography and layout of the 
existing golf course to create nine holes? The driving range stays where it is [Sean describes areas 
of his drawing, including the description of where holes may be moved, removing a section of 
walking path nearest the lake, creating a loop of trails with public access to the lake in certain 
areas, and a path around the perimeter of the course.] I’m concerned that if you have a path right 
directly next to the lake or through the wetland area which is some of the concepts we won’t 
have the same type of wildlife population because they will move. So we won’t have otters living 
on the lake.  

• Teresa Engstrom: Many of you know I live on the corner of the golf course, probably the first 
house to get flooded. I am very upset. None of your design concepts considered a different 
solution to reduce the pumping other than breaking the berm and creating a wetland. EPA 
guidelines say wetlands should not be created in a residential area. You did it over by Lake 
Nokomis. Look what happened to those homes. There’s no maintenance over there, the homes 
are flooding. I don’t want my home to flood. I want 18 holes of golf. I think you can come up with 
a better solution. I’m upset that you have no science behind this. You don’t bring me a 
hydrogeologist to tell me what’s going to happen when you flood the golf course. You give me 
landscape architects that draw me pretty pictures and that’s not the same thing. I would love to 
reduce the pumping by a different method and I would love to see 18 holes of golf and I would 
love to see the neighborhood protected. That’s what I’d like. 

• Matt Hilgart, appointed by NENA: I have been working closely with Nokomis East Neighborhood 
Association after every meeting we have here, trying to get their guidance, their collective 
members of the community as well. Plans Two and Three were met with general positivity by 
NENA board members. Our neighborhood is home to an expanding number of young families 
who desire more diverse recreational opportunities aside from just golf. They were especially 
interested in winter and summer use, so maximizing use during at least half of the year. They 
were concerned about the neighborhood accessibility issues to the park so wanting a place to 
access, meaning increased access points and tearing down fences. They were extremely excited 
about the restaurant/dog-friendly spaces. They were extremely excited about the kayak station 
and the mobility that we would have within the watershed on kayaks. The neighborhood 
communal/learning and cooking space excited them as well as making sure there was still bike 
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connectivity and some kind of skills course for young bikers in this neighborhood. I will say that 
generally speaking while there was a lot of excitement over a lot of things included in Plans Two 
and Three, members of NENA were still confused on the pumping issue and why it’s bad or 
unadvisable, especially if it’s unavoidable. They also had questions about the necessity of these 
plans and the reality of the political situation, the underlying costs and a timeline of this and 
potential lack of legislator support. [Some questions asked/answered about the NENA 
organization.] 

• Chakra Sankaraiah: I love Concept Two and the aspect around honoring African Americans and 
Native Americans. And even the restaurant having Native American food or cuisine would be 
great for educating our community in South Minneapolis how we go about honoring these 
cultures.  

• Craig Nichols, appointed by Northrop Elementary School: Of these three concepts here, if they 
were to flood the area again, I like Concept Three the best. I think it is the best, where it connects 
the whole community, the golfers and the people, that can us it. When I think about this project 
I think how the community uses it now. I think there’s been a lot of people getting excited about 
accessibility and community, and it seems a little bit to me like we’re taking one community and 
saying, we want other people to use this besides the community that uses it now. That’s what I 
see. Because it seems like there’s a huge community there of people that use that area and it’s 
welcoming to anybody and it doesn’t cost anything. It seems like some of these ideas, frankly I 
think they’re a little, somebody mentioned the young people love it because it’s in their 
neighborhood and I think that’s great, but I think a lot of these ideas are pretty gentrified: dog 
parks, restaurants with I am presuming fancy beer. So that’s kind of my concern with some of 
this stuff. I don’t know enough about the water thing. I know that my home is in a very low-lying 
area and I don’t live very far from the golf course, so I would be a little bit concerned about that. 
Some of the ideas I would like to see no matter what are, I was mentioning to David, we could 
have bees on that golf course tomorrow. They could be making honey on that golf course. There 
could be more wildflowers on that golf course now. You could let some of the areas of that golf 
course go wild and it wouldn’t affect play. I mean it would be great. I think you could find a way 
to sell the honey, get kids out there, help them learn. 

• Sheila Terryll, Ward 11 appointee: The plans are lovely and the concepts seem to be getting a lot 
of feedback, but my big concern is the water. I’m worried that the water issues that we have in 
our neighborhood are just going to get worse when we break that berm. I’m worried that reduced 
pumping at current water levels won’t keep up with what we need to do for water levels that are 
in the future. Climatologists are telling us that the weather is going to get more extreme and they 
are already doing a ton of work on infrastructure, water infrastructure specifically, but I imagine 
there’s other infrastructure underneath these sinkholes that are all in my neighborhood. So the 
concepts don’t irritate me. I think there are some inclusion issues of who do we include and who 
do we exclude, and it seems to be politically correct to dump on golfers and that seems wrong to 
me. But that’s my big concern is the water issue and if we allow more water to come into our 
neighborhood to save Gray’s Bay neighbors, that I have a huge issue with. 

• Joan Soholt: I want to follow up on what Sheila said because I’m in the HPDL neighborhood. I 
have learned a lot in the last four years because of what’s happening in my neighborhood and 
what south of the park looks like, the lack of maintenance I saw in the park, the lack of 
maintenance continues on Nokomis. I just want to share with you in the Minneapolis water 
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resources it says the contribution of Minnehaha Creek flows to Lake Hiawatha results in a 
watershed to lake surface area ratio of 550 to one. That is among the highest in Minnesota. 
Additionally the lake experience is relatively short residence time, 4.4 days, which reduces algae 
growth allowing for a great concentration of phosphorus. So if you’re going to add forty more 
acres of water into that area I just don’t know what that’s going to look like. And then when I talk 
to the DNR and I ask a bunch of questions, I said, “will our community built on wetlands be able 
to handle increased volumes of water?” And basically the answer historically it appears the 
wetland areas were altered to accommodate the needs of a growing community. This area has 
an established history of flooding problems and therefore increased volumes of water may 
continue to be a concern. So we’re going to continue to develop. We’re adding five-story 
apartment complexes, lots of other things around the parkland, and that’s, I just feel like that 
golf course has saved those homes up until now and so I do have real issues with adding forty 
more acres of water to that area. 

• Anne Painter, representing Public School District 5: There are clearly water issues and natural 
resource issues and all of those are incredibly important and deeply concerning. That’s one thing 
that I think we really need to focus on. The feedback I got from who I represent was basically just 
regarding these plans and what they liked about them. They liked the nine hole. I’m dealing with 
people with small children, elementary school, middle school, they are looking for more 
activities. A lot of them really like the dog park and they like the paths. They really enjoyed when 
there was open space with nothing there, just having some large open spaces, and they like to 
have a lot more and different activities on Hiawatha.  

• Roxanne Stuhr, appointed by the Standish-Ericsson Neighborhood Association: I also work as a 
landscape architect and work with landscape designers. One of my biggest concerns is the fact 
that rains that we’re getting in parts of the park are increasing in intensity and frequency and that 
is not going to change other than getting more intense and more frequent. We keep talking 
about this land being a concern if there’s more water there. I would like to have you think about 
the neighborhood as a sponge. Each of us has a house where we can absorb water. If we don’t 
direct our water and keep it on our property away from our homes, yes it keeps it in our property, 
it ends up going into the streets, down into our waterways—one of which is Lake Hiawatha—and 
that water area expands. It has to go someplace. So I think part of the issue here is we need to be 
thinking a little bit more broadly about our neighborhood as a whole and not just think of 
Hiawatha as being our only sponge. We’re all part of a big sponge. The second thing that I think 
is very important, and I know a lot of community members share with me, is that we have a clean 
lake. Oftentimes we can’t swim in it, we can’t fish in it. As Sean pointed out he pulls out tons of 
trash. So what are we going to do to clean it up? The third point I’d like to make is we need to 
appreciate what the land and the water provides to us. If we don’t care for it then it doesn’t matter 
what we design. It really doesn’t. The fourth point is sod is one way to capture water as it were, 
but if you do any research on any various plants, especially native plants, they are deep-rooted 
and they can absorb a lot more water. So we need to be thinking about redesigning this area, 
whatever that design is, looking at native plants as things that can absorb water and help bring 
it into the groundwater level. And then the last point is creating spaces that protect the wildlife, 
also protect the history of the land, not just recent history but history back to Rice Lake. What 
does that look like, and not to have too many activities in such a small area. The Twin Cities is 
big. We can have activities of different kinds in different areas. 
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• Nathan Shepherd, appointed by Mayor Frey: I don’t have a comment on the water or that stuff. 
I was hoping to talk more about the use of the property and that kind of thing. In terms of water 
layout I think I have a preference for Concept Three. I would like there to be some non-human 
inhabited islands on the west side of the lake. If we’re going to make the west side of the property 
a lake then it would be nice to have some increased shoreland for habitat and that kind of thing 
over there. The number thing from when I started on this that people told me that they wanted 
out of this property was a way to go all the way around the lake. I heard that like a million times. 
So that’s my preference, that’s something I’d like to see in the property. I would like there to be 
cross-country ski rentals instead of just at Wirth. I think that would support improved clubhouse 
facilities which would be used year-round. I have a very mild preference for traditional golf rather 
than like a Scotland style more natural courses, not for any natural or environmental reasons, 
just because if high schoolers and kids are going to learn how to play golf it would be good for 
them to learn how to play traditional golf because those skills are more transferable to other 
courses. If it’s a less traditional style I think it’s less accessible to a broader population and more 
focused on people who want that sort of specialized experience. And I think that ultimately one 
of the things that this started with was sort of a trash and pollution mitigation and I think that 
has to be incorporated into the design. It sounds to me like that will come mostly from the 
northwest side of the property where that’s going to become an open channel and reworking 
some of the creek. That to me seems like a benefit to sort of solve a couple of those problems 
while we’re dealing with this. I can’t speak to the hydrology of this, I’m not an expert, so there’s 
my two cents. 

In order to provide guidance to the Design Team, CAC members in turn stated the top five (or so) things 
they wanted to see, or did not want to see, in the preferred design alternative. To aid in this exercise, 
Tyler referenced three documents that outline the components of each of the three concepts.  

• Teresa: People keep asking about the dog park. I see a dog terrace, but I didn’t see a dog park. 
[Tyler answered: one of the concepts had a dog terrace which is a separate patio that is attached 
to the restaurant building where you could go and bring your dog and it can hang out with you.] 
But that’s not a dog park? [Tyler: no, not necessarily. But there are certainly comments from the 
public that would like to have a full-size dog park. There is no traditional dog park in our current 
concepts. But we could.] 

• Kathryn: I want the 18-hole golf course to stay. I think it’s the best thing to protect the homes. I 
just looked at Concept One. I’m totally against the stormwater diversion project that’s coming at 
19th and 43rd because it’s way too close to her home, to my mom’s home, that whole 
neighborhood, and it’s just too dangerous. I also worry about the expanded parking lot up at the 
clubhouse because that street, Longfellow Avenue, I’ve been on that street since 1968, and that 
street is already heavily traveled. You can’t put more traffic on there, and now they’re going to 
put up a five-story building down at Minnehaha and Longfellow. So you guys need to be really 
careful about what you do up there and do on Longfellow. And there’s no side street parking to 
speak of. I don’t know how you put the parking area in the southwest corner because that’s so 
low and so wet. I don’t know how that would ever happen. But as I said again the whole concept, 
these concepts to me have so much water on them, everything I’ve learned in the last two years 
says that they are way too dangerous for the homes. I don’t want to have happening in the north 
and northwest neighborhoods what’s happened over at Nokomis. 
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• Craig: The reason why this whole thing started is protecting those homes. I mean we all don’t 
want people’s houses to get flooded so I think we need to do that. Protect the houses is probably 
the first thing that we need to worry about. If I was the Park Board that’s what I would be worried 
about. Getting the garbage out of the lake, cleaning the garbage out there, I think the City could 
probably do something at the source. I think we can do better than picking it up in the lake as a 
city. I want to see a practice area. That practice area is really popular with people and families 
and people who live in the neighborhood. When I mentioned the bees thing I was telling him that 
I listened to a thing about where they had bees on the golf course and they were taking the honey 
from the bees and selling muffins in the clubhouse. I think you could do stuff like that. You could 
start there and you could sell those things in the clubhouse to help pay for things. Obviously I 
would want whatever is grown there that’s green to be as native as possible. Like golf is a game 
that’s played in a field with sticks and balls, it doesn’t have to be any more complicated than that. 
I don’t know how it got so complicated, but that’s all it is. I don’t know that the type of grass is 
necessarily that important. So I think native planting is a very big deal. I mean you would want 
plants that would soak up water. There are a lot of specific types of birds there right now, like 
redwing blackbirds and herons, so you would probably want to take some of that into 
consideration when you’re doing this. There are eagles there and hawks. I mean those are things 
that I would like to see today. 

• Anne: Just real fast, renovating existing building for community use. Nine-hole golf. Something 
that wasn’t on here, I couldn’t find it, is a lot of people talked to me about making sure we include 
winter activities while we’re designing. Protect the houses from flooding. A learning center with 
historical education of the site. Ecological restoration and wildlife area. 

• Matt: These are from the Nokomis East Neighborhood Association. Similar to what Anne said a 
renovated building with expanded use. Restaurant, event rental and a learning center potentially 
in one site. A dog and pet patio. Kayak and boat dock. Creative greenspace for not only 
community recreation but also solitary use. I think you showed in one of the designs hammocks, 
creative uses for hammocks for some folks. Winter activities: fire pits, curling, skiing. Bike 
connectivity. Personally I think there should be an emphasis on including local artists and 
potentially art that incorporates some of our local history. 

• Joan: I love the fact that currently I think there were more than 300 kids this year that used it for 
cross-country skiing. I think that’s fantastic. As somebody whose child did the First Tee, I think 
that’s a great program as well as high school students also getting to utilize that area for golf. I 
do have some concerns just with native plantings and trees. I would love to have native plantings 
but if you come over to Nokomis everything has been taken over by cattails except for the one 
area there is the butterfly garden that, bless their hearts, some people come in and weed and 
maintain. But other than that Solomon Park is supposed to be all wooded and we’ve lost 
hundreds of trees over there and they have done nothing to clear it out. We’ve gotten an archery, 
I think it was $35,000 it said on the last Master Plan, it cost $35,000 for an archery station. It’s 
three bales held up by a frame, that’s our archery thing over at Solomon Park. So I have a little 
bit of a hard time when we talk about these grandiose things that they’re actually going to come 
to fruition. The [inaudible] at Nokomis, they are all over the place. They are a huge phosphorus 
issue. And so when we talk about these things I really want to know how much is actually going 
to come into play and how much of it is going to be maintained. 
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• Sheila: The big one for me is sustainability and that has to do with water and native species that 
aren’t invasive, those types of things when I say sustainability. But also sustainable as far as Park 
Board budget. That’s one of the problems with cutting nine holes is that most of the studies out 
there say that nine-hole golf courses are not sustainable financially. Definitely echo Craig’s points 
on protecting the homes. The practice area is critical. We have three high schools in the area, 
public high schools, that use that course for their golf teams and if they don’t have a practice area 
that cuts into your learning curve for sure. And if you don’t learn to play the game you probably 
aren’t going to play on the team. Trash and pollution in the lake, how do we manage that 
upstream so that we’re not just pulling it out of our neighborhood. We’re stopping it from coming 
in. I think I mentioned native plants. I really like the bird blinds. I thought that was a great point 
on one of the plans, that they have bird blinds. And also the local artists bringing in some 
creativity to this plan. There’s a lot going on and some creative minds working on it, I think, will 
help too.  

• Chakra: I agree with the point that there are too many things that you’re trying to do in this plan. 
Major things that you want to take care of, I think protection of the homes, make sure that they’re 
not getting flooded. The second thing is honoring heritage. There aren’t many golf courses that 
you have an African American theme, so you should have that. And Native American cuisine in 
the restaurant and around it. The third piece is around the golf course itself and we should have 
a nine-hole with par 36, driving range, and if possible having that learning center with new 
technology, a great way for kids to get into golf and they can learn this. The fourth piece I’m 
thinking about is think about the kids around the neighborhood and see what things we can add 
keeping them in mind. So if you have two or three key themes and have the biggest options fit 
into those three themes rather than try to put everything in.  

• Teresa: The trash. I still go back to that’s the City’s responsibility. You know you can call them 
and have them sweep the streets a little more often, up by the Holiday station, that’s where a lot 
of the trash comes from [Sean: Oh, I’ve called them]. And there should be a trap there. But I don’t 
know that that’s the Park Board’s responsibility. I like the native plants. The thing is if it ain’t 
broke don’t fix it. The golf course is resilient, you’ve seen how much water we’ve gotten, you see 
how resilient the course has been this year. It’s going to get worse. We do need the study to find 
out how climate change is going to affect our neighborhood, but we don’t need to make it worse 
just on a whim. There is no reason to change the pumping. I like the First Tee, I like all the kids 
getting involved, I love the winter activities. I think you’re going to lose some of that if you flood 
it. You’re going to have wetlands and you can’t ski on that. I can maybe snowshoe. I think we 
have kind of lost the heritage, the black heritage. I don’t think just a statue to somebody respects 
that heritage as much as keeping the golf course. Things I like: I would like the clubhouse to be 
fixed up and made more welcoming to the community. I’d like to see the fence go. There are 
other ways people can know that they’re on the golf course, but take the fence down. I like 
keeping the greenspace because there’s a greenspace across from me. People hang up their 
hammocks, they walk their dog, they play soccer, there was a kid out there playing tee-ball the 
other day. That blank space is important to me. I would like gentrified beer over at the clubhouse. 
[David: And Craig’s muffins.] And like you said, Craig, a lot of these things could be done right 
now. Beehives, different plantings. It wouldn’t take a fortune to make it a whole lot better. The 
reason that they lost money is because there’s been no capital investments on this land and 
they’re letting it to go seed and then they want to get rid of it.  
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• [Question about demographics for use of the golf course. Tyler responded that demographic 
data for all people who buy rounds has not been captured. Kathryn added that when she did the 
petition on Hiawatha Golf course four weeks ago on a Saturday afternoon, in three hours about 
eighty percent of the eighty-five people there who signed the petition were under forty years 
old.] 

• Sean: I assume as sort of as a given that homes should be protected and that the stormwater 
mitigated to capture the trash and pollution. It is the Park’s responsibility. It’s also the City’s 
responsibility, the trash in the lake. It’s also our responsibility and it’s the companies who sell us 
the crap in plastic responsibility. So number one, I don’t like the trails through habitat areas as I 
mentioned before. My opinion is that we use the existing infrastructure as much as possible. I 
think we could save a lot of money and I think that you don’t need to have so many amenities in 
such a small amount of space. Lake Hiawatha can’t accommodate everything that we want. It’s 
not really your playground. Its purpose is larger than that. It is part of a larger ecosystem. It’s the 
kidney of the Minnehaha Creek Watershed District so it helps clean the water. I support using the 
wetland complex to mitigate the storm sewers and those wetland complexes can incorporate 
wildlife activity including beavers which actually do a pretty amazing job of cleaning up water, 
catching phosphorus and sequestering carbon. I think we can design this space to be self-
sustaining in a way that doesn’t need to be constantly maintained and manipulated. Nature really 
knows how to take of itself when it’s allowed to do so. Part of the problem is that is has not been 
allowed to do so, the land has… [David: bullet points] I support the island refuge. I don’t want to 
see chemicals used on the forest anymore. I think of the frogs that are no longer there. There are 
toads there but there are no frogs; you hear the toads singing. And if you were to open up this 
wetland space, break the berm, move the berm closer to the homes so they can better protect 
the homes, and then that will lessen the dramatic bounce in the lake. What happens now when 
we get a big rainstorm the water level rises up really quickly like four feet, and then they open up 
Gray’s Bay Dam and then the water goes up higher and then they open up Nokomis Weir and the 
water goes up higher. We need to do what we can to lessen the bounce in there so in my cleaning 
activities over the past couple weeks I’ve found many, two nests of waterfowl that had been 
flooded and washed out, and four dead large snapping turtles that potentially may have died 
during the winter because the water table changed so dramatically throughout the winter 
because of the way we have manipulated the water. 

• Roxanne: I think to recognize in general that change is a constant in this as the history of this land 
has shown and the history of the City as Joan pointed out tonight. She said that we’re going to 
be building all these other homes, multi-use places, change is a constant. At the end of the day 
this area is not going to be the same. It’s changing as we speak. So that’s important to recognize, 
to keep in mind. I think it’s important to protect the land, water and infrastructure at this site but 
also in the neighborhood. Trash mitigation is very important to improve not only water quality 
but land quality. The reduction of chemicals on the land and related to that in the design orienting 
the golf course so the balls aren’t going into the lake. I even have clients around the lake and I 
find golf balls on their properties all the time. So if we think they’re not getting into the lake we’re 
fooling ourselves. It’s important to have pathways on the perimeter of the park. I don’t believe 
we need to have them go all the way around the lake. This is quite disruptive to wildlife and if this 
is going to be a place for people and wildlife we need to be conscious of how wildlife exists. I also 
think related to the pathways that we should have distinct pedestrian and bike pathways 
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wherever they come together. Usually it’s not a good interaction. We should try to use existing 
infrastructure as we are able. Cost has been brought up over and over again at CAC meetings. If 
we can re-use some of the golf course holes and/or even repurpose buildings, turn them into 
multi-use, either the building on the corner that’s used right now for maintenance, could that 
somehow be repurposed in multi-use? And then lastly but not least maintenance plans. So often 
designs are created and there’s no maintenance plan. Somebody brought up that there are 
certain species of native plants that are invading different areas. What I can tell you, yes, there 
are certain species of all different types of plants that are more invasive than others. In the natives 
world, for example, oxides, monarda, pinnula, they’re going to move and they’re going to 
expand, but there are plenty of native plants that are well-contained, they’re not as social. So a 
good design will take that into account. And part of the maintenance plan needs to look at who 
is going to maintain this area and how are they going to do it. That cannot be forgotten.  

• Nathan: As I said before, the thing about having an access point all the way around the lake, 
gentrifying the beer like Teresa said, also keeping open spaces because I think… [someone in the 
audience asked that Nathan speak up] I’m actually really more interested that these people hear 
what I have to say. I appreciate it, thank you. So keeping the open spaces because I think that’s 
what people actually, especially that one on the northwest side across from you, people use that 
a lot. And I think that kids are going to be more creative with an open space than they are with 
something that says this is the one activity you can do here. So I agree with what people are 
saying about not trying to do everyone all at once. You can only do so much with any given piece 
of property. The island refuge that Sean echoed or habitat saving, that kind of thing, I think is 
important.  

• David: [David tried to open the public comment period, but was asked to share his opinions too.] 
My big concerns are around making sure that the ecology is looked at, the homes are protected, 
and the property continues its purpose as a FEMA-administered flood zone. It is designed to flood 
because it protects homes downstream. As someone who works in disaster relief that is 
important because people die when things flood uncontrollably so I think that’s important. The 
other piece is to make sure whatever we do makes sense in the space that is going to flood. So 
putting in nonpermeable surfaces or things that are going to be destroyed every time it floods 
makes no sense. If we do that we’re just wasting our money. Other than that the Park Board says 
it has to be nine holes so there you go. And the Park Board says that we’re going to honor the 
history of African American golfers on this location so there you go. So for me those parts are 
decided already. I’m just interested in making sure we don’t waste our money by putting in a go-
cart track or something and then it floods and we just wasted how many millions of dollars 
putting in a go-cart course. 

4. Public Comment Period [Break in Workshop] 

David invited members of the audience to state, in bullet points, what they would like to see in the plan 
and things they do not want to see.  

• Peter: I’m an educator. I’ve been following this a long time and have been going to meetings. 
Thank you all for your work and all your study. I like renovating and using the clubhouse. I was 
confused about all the plans and there is so much in all of them. Now I understand that winnowing 
that out and I really like the idea of focusing and eliminating a lot of things. I would eliminate the 
aqua range, the aerial golf thing, the technology golf stuff, the chemicals, the BMX pump track. 
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I would eliminate a lot of things. I like renovating the clubhouse, the restaurant, trash 
management, and not trying to do so much. I do not want a flood houses. I like the prairie 
restoration and ecological restoration. I also really like cross-country skiing and I think it’s 
compatible to nine holes. I really like Sean’s thing, that was new to me, keep a big center with 
wetlands. I really also like the path around the lake. That’s what I want and what my kids want. I 
like biking and I like connectivity. I like to maintain and improve existing spaces so instead of 
spending money on new crazy stuff I just want to maintain the playground that’s there. 

• Jeanette: I live on Longfellow Avenue and 45th Street, right on the edge of the golf course in a 
very low spot. So of course my number one concern for me and my neighbors is the water issue, 
the potential that my basement could flood. I guess the thing that I would like to see the most 
out of any plan that’s presented, golf, no golf, nine-hole golf, golf doesn’t really matter to me. 
It’s not a very popular opinion in this room, but aside from all those things the thing that I would 
like most to see is sort of the science behind how the neighborhood is going to be managed from 
a water standpoint. Before we talk about all the cosmetic dressing of what goes on the property 
and the land, I first want to say let’s build the foundation, let’s see the science behind what is 
going to be dry, how much water is going to be where, and how are we to do that. What exactly 
are we talking about when we’re talking about, let’s see that come to fruition and then with every 
let’s baste the cake and then put the frosting on it. I feel like I’m echoing a lot of what we heard. 
I feel like there’s lots crammed into this space and I feel like, I really like the idea that this space 
is enhanced and more accessible to more people and it could be used in a variety of ways, but I 
feel like keeping it more geared toward natural activity. We have kids who are sitting in front of 
screens these days, we need to get them back out into nature, especially in an urban 
environment. So for me things that are going to put wildlife and wildlife viewing while also having 
a little more accessibility in terms of interacting with nature, keeping play spaces natural instead 
of building up big concrete playgrounds or whatever is important to me. I love for my kids to be 
able to run outside and use those kinds of spaces, but I also really love that they have a natural 
play space right now. In terms of a renovated clubhouse, I think that’s a great idea. The clubhouse 
seems like it could be such a gem for people in the community with a little bit of renovation and 
with some craft beer, and could also be a good source of revenue. 

• Colleen: My kids learned to play golf at [inaudible] Acres Golf Course that my kinds went to in 
high school and played on a golf team there, and I think it should at least still be a nine-hole 
course. I agree that if the clubhouse were fixed up it could really be a revenue generator, a place 
that could be rented out. And also even more importantly the water. 

• [David reminded people to speak loudly, saying that most CAC members could not hear what 
she had said.] 

• Lavonne: I agree with what you two were saying. I’d like to know specifically because I don’t see 
it in the three pages where the dog park is. [David: In one of the concepts there’s a dog patio, and 
a dog park came up later in the comments. Tyler: We can add to the list.] I don’t care about the 
patio. We want the big space. [David: Keep in mind what’s in the plans isn’t the only things. We’re 
already adding Craig’s bee muffins.] 

• Andy: I live on 47th and 29th between the Parkway and the Creek. Like I think with everybody, take 
care of the water issues, protect the homes, I want the [inaudible]. The things in the plans that I 
liked the most, if you’re going to have golf you might as well have nine holes. I’m not a super big 
golfer but for most it kind of seems like a waste. It would be great to make the space feel like you 
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can use it. I’ve lived in the neighborhood fifteen years and I feel like I can [inaudible] it. And use 
the bike path by the lake and the playground with my son but outside of that our biggest thing 
we want is to be able to bike around the lake. So that’s probably the thing we’re most passionate 
about. It would be great to maybe have some rec activity, not a ton of rec activity. There’s lots of 
stuff packed into that, some of those designs. My nine-year-old loves the BMX pump track so you 
get the young constituent vote on that one. From a winter perspective I agree that like get some 
fat-biking or cross-country skiing. Let’s put that space somewhere out there. And again whether 
or not you could bike around the lake on a natural trail and not have tar would be great, or a paved 
trail if it had to be. 

• Brad: I just want to add to her comment. Thank you very, very much for all of the work that you 
guys have been putting into the process. I live across the street from the putting green, 4600 
Longfellow. We have to take care of the water first. Before we put the frosting on it we have to 
solve the problem. I’m very, very worried that the trust is going to break down between the Park 
Board who kind of slid the we’re going to do nine holes period resolution through last summer, 
and we’ve all just adapted to that. We know that statistically a nine-hole golf course is probably 
going to fail financially. It means we’re going to have less maintenance with whatever we do, 
which means that within five years this will be sold to a developer. Now I thought maybe I was 
nuts because I was going down, experiencing a rabbit hole, but I actually talked to a developer 
yesterday and he said, well of course we’re going to have residential homes on the golf course. 
Of course we are. The City is already talking about it. And I worry about that because if that is out 
there in the wind and the mayor loves developers and the Park Board is losing money and we’ve 
got a Solomon Park situation that is poorly maintained and dark corners are starting to fill with 
crime and evil and everything else the neighborhood doesn’t want, guess what is going to be the 
outcome. So I think we have to be very aware of the path that we’re heading down. Very, very 
pretty pictures. I mean these are three Christmas trees. Who doesn’t love Christmas trees? But 
do we really want to end up with a [inaudible] in January having to get rid of it? So anyway, just 
another two cents. 

• Deann: I think this is the sixth meeting, this is the first one I’ve been to, so you guys may have 
answered the questions that I have. But to me just hearing this there’s, some people want 
eighteen holes, some people want nine holes, it sounds like the nine-hole has already been 
decided. What occurs to me is that maybe the issue hasn’t been properly defined. We’re talking 
about the water issue and people have said what’s the science behind it. I guess it begs the 
question for me just kind of listening to this whole thing is this sounds like a watershed issue that 
is so far beyond this area. I don’t know what you guys have gone through to get all this 
information but it sounds like it starts up at Grays Bay and it comes through Minnetonka and it 
goes through Hiawatha and expands to more than just this area. We’re talking about these little 
band-aids. But it’s like I want the blue band-aid, I want the red band-aid. You know we have to 
solve this. So at one time, I don’t know if this is accurate or what, but at what time I heard that 
the Creek was a lot deeper and Lake Hiawatha was a lot deeper and if they’re overflooding why 
can’t we just dredge? I don’t know if that has any validity or if anyone has looked into it but that 
is just, I don’t know the facts of that but I’d like to find that out. It sounds like, somebody 
mentioned finding a hydrologist, it sounds like this issue needs to be more clearly identified and 
as things go, as the issues get more clearly identified, the solution to them, and it sounds like 
there’s too much back and forth. 
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• Dave: I live by the Nokomis Community Center area. I just thought I wanted to bring to the 
attention mostly of the CAC as you’re planning out what should come and what should go out of 
the plans that the boundary line that’s drawn around the course is incorrect. The corner that’s 
across from the Nokomis Community Center area, which is part of the Nokomis-Hiawatha 
Master Plan, and so that area is not part of the golf course. That’s not something that should be 
included within this plan and I think Mr. Schroeder would confirm that as well, that that’s not part 
of the plan. So as you’re thinking about what should we include, what shouldn’t we, that corner 
is not part of the golf course planning area. That’s part of the Hiawatha-Nokomis Master Plan 
that was planned a couple of years ago through a community engagement process. [Joan: And 
how much of that plan has come to fruition?] Probably not a whole lot, but there’s quite a bit 
that’s planned around the Nokomis Community Center area. You know probably it should be 
taken into account as we think about other additions and things like that to add into the 
Hiawatha Golf Course because there’s a whole bunch of stuff planned there. There’s a skate park, 
there’s an enhancement to the community center that’s there. Look at it comprehensively but 
that part has already been planned and done. The focus right now is on the boundaries of the golf 
course. So I think you guys need to be aware of that as you’re weighing what should be or 
shouldn’t be included. 

• Rob: I have lived in the neighborhood for twenty-eight years. I live at 47th and 17th Avenue, half a 
block north of the Parkway. I echo, I love the community, living in it for a number of years, and 
the community resources including the golf course and such. But I also echo the statements that 
have been made about the science behind it now. I apologize, I have not been part of this process, 
the journey you guys have been on. I’m not sure what you’ve gone through, but as a member of 
the community I don’t feel like I’ve been educated with the science behind it. A number of years 
ago I read, I believe it was on one of the Minneapolis sites whether it’s Park Board or the City, 
that in the sixties there was some damming of the Creek to help maintain a consistent flow of 
Minnehaha Falls and so it raised the water table and such around the area that we’re speaking of. 
I would like more information around that and considerations of should we perhaps lower the 
damming if that’s the case. Other science-type things behind it, everything I’ve heard around this 
topic has been around how do, we can’t pump as much, we have to flood. I guess it’s towards 
some of the other comments of what other alternatives are out there, and I have not heard that 
being educated in the community. I’m a big fan of using the space when we get there but I think 
step one is protecting people’s home values. People have lived in this community a long time and 
invested a lot into their homes. We need to first maintain that to the best we can. 

• Donna: I agree with what the people have said about how it was an 18-hole course and it went to 
nine. It doesn’t seem like the community input was there. This is the only golf course on the south 
side of the city. I agree with what people are saying that if you turn into nine holes it will 
eventually die and that will be [inaudible]. There’s already a lot of activities that have been 
mentioned over and over that are at Lake Nokomis. It’s not very far. People can go there and go 
around the lake, can ride their bikes and other stuff. There’s a dog park down by the river. It’s not 
that far. We take our dogs there all the time. I don’t know why we have to have a dog park out at 
the golf course. Patricia Torres Ray was here at the last meeting. She also advocated for the 
comprehensive study of the water problem. I think we should table all of these plans until that’s 
done. She alluded to the money is available to do the study. We don’t have to come up with 
money for that to do this right. And I agree with what was mentioned at the last meeting about 
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if we go in there with cranes to do all this kind of work and make this big playground that that 
could create more water problems. We have skiing in the winter at the golf course, so we could 
have ski rentals and repurpose the building.  

• Eric: I want to thank all of you for a huge amount of work that you guys have done. I was involved 
with the, probably many of you are aware that Theodore Wirth has a new Trailhead, big large 
building, and there was a large process maybe three, four years long, with the meetings, with the 
CAC meetings, and I was involved with a lot of those meetings. I was involved primarily as a golfer 
over at Theodore Wirth and we were going to lose a very important part of our golf course that 
we didn’t want to lose. It was historical and wonderful holes and we eventually lost those holes, 
but during the process we had the plans and I just want you to know that those plans ended up 
not even being used. At the very end of the process they threw the plans out and we ended up 
with a new plan. So I know that the plans can be changed. And I also know that I’m an 
environmentalist, my mom had a thirty-five year resident in Minneapolis, my mom had a big 
butterfly garden nature area for many, many years and was harassed by neighbors for having it, 
and now it became in vogue to have that. I love nature, I love wetlands, I understand the need for 
native plantings. We have native plantings at our house, up at our cabin, but I’m also aware of the 
fantastic resources we have with the eighteen-hole golf course because there are no eighteen-
hole golf courses in south Minneapolis and at the moment maybe golf has been down a little bit 
but there have been ebbs and flows over the last hundred years with golf. It’s a huge resource, it 
helps young people, it helps the community, and I was going to say somebody said if it isn’t broke 
you don’t have to fix it. So I was at Hiawatha yesterday, it was packed with people, young people, 
older people, the driving range was completely full, the golf course was full of people. I played 
the golf course and it was fine. It recovered amazingly well from flooding. So I just say let’s keep 
the advocates for the golf course and also there are, Minneapolis is lucky to have green space all 
over the place but we don’t have golf courses all over the place so we need to hang onto our golf 
courses resource and it will be something that we are thankful that we did down the road. 

• Wayne: I’m glad that some of you said what I wanted to say. I have two boys and two girls that 
are grown up. Over the course of time we used every speck of that park. It’s a wonderful park. 
We used the tennis courts, we used the ball field, horseshoes, we biked there, we walked there, 
first time I used a golf course was cross-country skiing and sliding down the hill. We used to be 
able to rent cross-country skis there and buy hot chocolate, we could go there and slide every 
week. So it was great. Does anybody here know of another park in Hennepin County more 
diverse than this one is right now? I didn’t think so. It’s a jewel and we’re stupid to ruin it. I agree 
with the people who want to basically keep it the way it is but improve it within its own structure. 
We could plant more trees and we can use less chemicals and we could do a few things here and 
there. It’s a great park and we’re supposed to be Minnesota Nice. It’s one thing to take a big open 
tract of land and say let’s develop it. This is already there. We’d have to take something away 
from the people. We’re taking away something, not just giving something. So work within the 
structure, top priority, we’ve got to solve the water problem. I don’t know if it’s the Park or the 
City or what, but it was all way to Lake Minnetonka, so a Hennepin County problem too. It really 
needs to be solved because the water is coming down lower and lower and lower. Hiawatha is 
the basement for all of it. This lake is filled up two-thirds of where it was dredged years ago. As 
sediment has flown into it I don’t see any of this addressing sediment. We’ve got all this nice stuff. 
That thing is going to fill up and you’ll have a big hole full of mud. That’s what you’re going to 
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have if you don’t address the sediment. I’d like to see the lake saved and I’d like to see the park 
saved and we can make a few improvements.  

• Jackie: I live by Sibley Park. Been there for 24 years and lived in Minneapolis all my life. Sibley 
Park is also a low area so we have water problems as well. And it comes back every fall. It’s 
flooded twice since I’ve lived there. I didn’t know that the Park Board said yes, it’s going to be a 
nine hole, so I’m upset with that. I’d like to keep it as an 18. Planting more trees there I think will 
help get the water absorbed, but we do need to look at the water problem. Cleaning up the 
discharge that goes into the creek and the lake, street cleanup, whatever, that needs to be taken 
care of. Increased winter activity. I think that should be done. That’s obvious. Updating the 
clubhouse. I would love that. And just water management wherever that starts, needs to start 
happening. 

• Dale: I live in Longfellow. I moved to Longfellow in 2005. I have played golf at Hiawatha since 
2005. It’s a very welcoming space. Maybe it’s one of the few spaces in golf where I don’t get 
handed a rake before I get handed a wedge. That’s important. That’s my experience that I’m 
sharing with you. It’s incredibly important. It is the place where I lived the longest since 2005. My 
children learned to play golf at the First Tee. That’s important. I was thinking really hard about 
what I was going to say. I’m very passionate about this and I wanted to say a lot of things. 
Eighteen holes, if it ain’t broke don’t fix it. One thing that I just haven’t heard through this whole 
thing is where, who is protecting my tax dollars? This thing’s utterly expensive. However it’s 
managed, the golf course is by the Park Board, it makes money, it’s self-sustaining, okay? Where 
is the money going to come from to maintain it? It’s going to come from our pockets. Your 
assessments are going to go up. We have the most tax per capita than anyone in the world. Go 
use the other park. I love dogs, but I don’t want to pay for you to be on my taxes. Sorry. I moved 
in 2005. I’ve got the ugliest little house in my neighborhood, and I have to double my income just 
to stay in my neighborhood. That’s gentrification. There’s not many people that look like me left 
in my neighborhood. I’m the only one that’s the old guy. And I had to work my tail off and double 
my income to do so. This is the last golf course in South Minneapolis, the last golf course that’s 
the most diverse. This whole thing reeks a little bit of gentrification. I might be helpless and this 
might [inaudible] because the Board already made the decision, but count me in on the fight. 

• Teresa-CAC: David, you know you said the Park Board decided nine holes. The Park Board 
decided a minimum of nine holes. [David: Thank you for the clarification. They said at least nine 
holes. They decided there was going to be golf. So for me I’m like, there’s golf.] 

• Dave: I have lived in south Minneapolis now for twenty years. I think the best comment tonight 
was the analogy about baking the cake and the frosting. I think we really do need to figure out 
the water issues before we do anything. Figure out the science behind the water. I mean you look 
around Solomon Park, Nokomis, Taft, Triangle Parks, I’ve just seen the water creep up all over 
the neighborhood. So we need to address those issues first before anything. Again this whole 
debate, I’ve been following it since the start, it all started around the question or debate around 
pumping at Hiawatha and it kind of spun out of control there. So I think we need to kind of really 
look at that issue to start with and figure out, I don’t know how the nine hold option all of a 
sudden became the preferred method. There’s been a lot of talk tonight about activity for kids 
and diversity of activity around kids, but I want you know talking about biking and natural space, 
kayaking, we’ve got all that in South Minneapolis. We take away those 18 holes that’s getting rid 
of golf for a lot of kids. I don’t know how many people realize that but golf is big. Look at the First 
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Tee program. We’ve got seven high school teams that use that facility. It’s huge. It’s been a 
lifesaver for my teenage son. He grew up in the First Tee, he’s now teaching for the First Tee, he 
has grown up with that golf course. He spends every minute there and loves it, with him and his 
friends, so think about that when you think of all the younger kids that oh, they’re not going to 
golf, they’re not going to golf. You just don’t. So to have that diversity of recreation I think is 
really important. Lastly we talked about this being an inclusive space. It truly is. I think golf gets 
tainted as a white rich man’s sport and a country club. Hiawatha is truly different and unique. We 
need to do more of that. And for those people who think it is kind of a closed community at 
Hiawatha, maybe we need to do more to invite people into this space. Renovating that 
clubhouse, hold more events there, you know getting things that will make it more inclusive. 
Taking down the fencing. I think all that stuff will help quell that rumor that it’s not an inclusive 
space, because it truly is a welcoming community.  

• Unnamed: I’m not going to make a speech. I’m going to say just a couple of things. This group is 
doing a good job, and I’m proud of what you’re doing, you’re working very hard, but in my opinion 
you’ve got some choices. Forget about the nine hole, forget about that, you can have 18 holes 
course on 144 acres and that’s the best thing you can do with that property. It has flooded three 
times in my time. We took the water out and we took care of the course and we played. My 
opinion is that if you go into something like this, and you go into the flat files someone will be in 
the planning department ten years from now sees these plans and says this is interesting, maybe 
we should do something like this at Hiawatha Golf Course.  

• Margaret: I have lots of friends that live over on the other side of the lake and I do believe safety 
and your property value should be considered, the water table should be considered, the 
pumping should be fixed and figured out because we a hundred years ago or whatever decided 
to change it, but we have a lot more technology and thought and ideas on how to use it. I’m a 
little surprised about the nine hole. I didn’t really follow that either. I would agree with most of 
you. I think that having a full golf course as it is now really benefits multiple communities and 
schools and children and it’s beautiful in the summertime. You can go golf, you can hang out, you 
can go to the clubhouse and have a soda. It’s beautiful in the winter time to just sit, you can cross 
country ski, you can slide down the hill. And the clubhouse being renovated, okay, I’m an events 
coordinator. That place is stunning. If you want to make money on that golf course you keep the 
charm and juice it up you would have tons and tons of special events. You can have people come 
to the golf course to have charity events. There is so much opportunity. And there’s already 
parkland everywhere. But what you’re saying about maintenance, whatever we do we have to 
make sure that it is maintained. Because time and time again you see these programs that make 
something prettier and they put up a peace pole and they do something in ten years it goes to 
crap because there’s no money to maintain it. My hope is that whatever we do we make it last 
and be something that people say twenty years from now, wow, we did a pretty good job and I 
think we serviced our community.  

• Unnamed: I’ve lived in the same house my entire life and I’m not going to say how long that’s 
been. In that period of time, I live two blocks east of Lake Hiawatha, and I have went swimming 
every summer in Lake Hiawatha until about fifteen years ago when there were signs that started 
popping up that it wasn’t safe to go swimming in Lake Hiawatha during certain parts of the 
summer. But I got off the bus, I jumped in the lake to take a quick swim, go home, take a shower 
and it was good. I have to admit I worked with Youth Outreach for 24 years. Of those 24 years I 
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worked with a youth group just on the west side of Lake Hiawatha. So I’ve biked, I’ve walked, and 
I’ve been everywhere. I took three buses and then walked. So I mean I’ve known how to cut 
through the golf course. They added fifteen to the golf course to make it even harder to sneak 
through it, especially in [inaudible] through the golf course to get to the west side. Now when 
people tell me that they want to go around the lake instead of having to go around the sidewalks, 
it doesn’t make sense to me because it’s still very close to the lake. The only one time I ever skied 
in my life, cross-country skied, was I rented the skis from the golf course center. You no longer 
are able to do that. That was my only skiing experience I ever had in my life. I had to do it one 
time and knew it wasn’t for me. My big concern, though, is that even as you talk about the golf 
course and stuff, we always address the east side of the lake. And the east side of the lake is still 
the only part that is connected to a lake that is accessible by bus. And you will see on the east 
side of the lake the number of family reunions that are very multi-cultural. There are two 
organizations that I know have their family picnics on the east side of the lake because they know 
families can get there by bus. They know that they can park on 28th Avenue and get to the picnic 
grounds and seniors can walk there. There’s no other park in the system that has that 
accessibility. So as I look at the lake as a whole, also remember the east side of the lake. That is 
the only lake in our system that has accessibility.  

• Jerre: I leave east of Lake Nokomis. As I listened to all of this I noticed all three plans have a lot of 
additional water and I don’t see any consensus among either the committee members or the 
public that would solve the water problem. And so I just think we as a group, there should be an 
answer, there should come to me and say Jerre, this will fix the water issue. We’re not, the other 
comment I have is this is just one piece of property amongst all other amenities surrounding it in 
South Minneapolis. The Minneapolis park system has been number one in the nation. One of the 
biggest things is the many rec centers like this. Isn’t this wonderful? But they’re located within 
two blocks of every residence. They did the same thing with golf courses. There’s a golf course 
on the north side, there’s a golf course in the center. If we lose 18 we lose our golf course. I support 
18.  

• Unnamed: I live on 24th Avenue half a block north of the golf course. I love walking around the 
lakes. I’ve only lived there three years so I don’t have this long history. But it’s been very clear to 
me since I moved there that the only part of the park that’s available to me is to walk on the east 
side of Lake Hiawatha and then all around Nokomis. It’s also been very clear to me because of 
the fence around the golf course that that is not for me, that is for the golfers. I’m not a golfer, 
and never once has any has there been any indication that that golf course was for anyone except 
the golfers. The golfers have been very clear that that was for them and their 18 hole golf course. 
This is very precious to them. The locks are on the gates. There has been no sign of welcome. I 
live among the golf and their precious 18 holes. That may sound a little bit resentful, but that is 
the impression I got. We just lost our number one rank as a park board and the reason was 
inclusivity, I read about it in the Star Trib. I’m not quite sure what they meant by that, but I would 
say to the golfers perhaps you have a part in that. I just recently decided the heck with this. I pay 
my taxes on that park also, so I dive through some of those cut holes in the fence. Walking down 
43rd I dove under the fences and thought I’m going to see this 18 hole golf course. Turns out you 
have got gorgeous land, gorgeous. I see why you’re so protective of it.  

• John: I’ve been in the neighborhood forever, so I know the lake the last 67 years. I just wonder 
who dropped the ball in the City or the Park Board. All the municipalities upstream have all filed 
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suit against the refinery for carcinogenic [inaudible] that’s created from sealcoating. And I don’t 
know who dropped the ball but it’s probably millions of dollars that’s going to be recovered for 
the communities that have stormwater run off ponds. We have the largest one at 55 acres, and 
we don’t seem to be addressing that or I’ve never seen anything like a core sample to find out 
what’s happened in the last 90 years since it was dredged. My guess is that if you pulled a 20-foot 
core sample it would be pretty interesting how many carcinogens are involved in that and that I 
think everybody here wants the lake to be a better product whether you play golf or not. 
Everyone here wouldn’t be here if they weren’t interested in [inaudible] so to my, you know, 
whatever, if you go home tonight, who will in the city of Minneapolis suing refineries, it will come 
up, I mean you can read for hours, about how carcinogenic it is and how much money they hope 
to recover from the refineries and then maybe Google or send an email to Mr. Schroeder 
tomorrow asking him what’s being done.  

• Ryan: I live in the Standish Ericsson neighborhood a few blocks north of the Hiawatha golf course. 
Just a few thoughts I have. I’m now looking at this as super complicated so one idea that I really 
like is trying to maintain a fifty/fifty percent nature and golf course, and trying to balance them 
together. I think whether it’s a nine hole or a 12 hole or 13 hole or a 13 and a half hole, whatever, 
I feel that we should be working with the current infrastructure and have the golf course happen 
on the high land. And then also looking at the history of the wetland, history of African American 
golfing, history of the golf course, marry them all together. One thing I want to add is that with 
climate change, though, we have to be realistic with what we’re going to see in the future which 
is going to be more extreme rain events. So going back to this fifty/fifty nature idea, currently we 
have a very engineered site. If we went more green and green infrastructure that can work with 
the water instead of just against it, I think that’s one thing. Also with climate change we have 
extreme extinction happening on a planetary scale. We have a site here that brings migratory 
birds, has beavers, has turtles, has everything. It’s amazing to me by the way, I want to 
acknowledge and I appreciate that, and try to keep this area the sanctuary that it is. So I’m also 
for not cramming so much into this site. I think having nature and not having, or having limited 
access would be better. I think we can all appreciate nature when it’s there. We don’t have to try 
and have full access to it all the time. And then one other thing that I thought when Craig was 
talking about bees, it reminded me of a fruit forest. The apple and cherry trees, and serviceberry 
trees, I appreciate them on the east side of the lake. So we can combine a lot of these things. 
Lastly I just need to comment about this idea, this group of developers that they’re going to build 
things. They can’t. And also this is too valuable a space, as a green space, as a nine hole or twelve 
hole, and as a piece of nature. 

• Doug: I live on 23rd Avenue just about a half block north of the golf course. Been there for 25 
years. In fact I’m in my great-grandma’s house and grandpa’s house. My great-grandma and 
grandpa were not golfers. My grandparents were not golfers, they actually wouldn’t cross the 
street for many years. My dad was not a golfer. They loved the golf course . It was something nice 
to walk around. I’m a little bit of a golfer, my son has now become a golfer. The golf course has 
been great. But the thing we have to look at is the water. How do we solve that water problem? 
Have you thought about moving that pipe that drains into the lake and move it someplace else 
so it doesn’t wreck Lake Hiawatha. I want to look at dredging. Look at putting the water on the 
18-hole golf course. For example holes two and four. Take them out and make another pond. You 
can make ponds close to the tee boxes. There are ways of creating a lot of water and maintaining 
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18 holes. It would be a shame to lose the First Tee program for kids and lose the high schools that 
have been here for quite a long time. I do think some sort of a path needs to be added on the 
west side of the golf course to walk or ride your bike without having to cross the street. 

• Unnamed: I’m a golfer and I’m an environmentalist and some people are wondering about the 
science and they discovered the pumping and the Park Board did the engineering study and they 
found out pumping from the lake does not affect the water supply. So any pumping reduction 
goal is purely arbitrary and it’s not based on any science at all that we’ve done to date, at least 
none that’s been shared. Another part of what we’re missing is more public input. One, we’ve got 
to find out what’s going on with the science. We have to study the watershed, how water moves 
through the system. Before we do anything with [inaudible]. But one thing that you haven’t done 
is have a discussion about what would it be like to have 18-holes in some fashion with enhanced 
stormwater treatment, with more habitat, and for some reason the Park Board won’t allow us to 
have that discussion. And one of the great things I’m hearing from everyone out here, so many 
great ideas, and there’s a lot of features that people are talking about that we can do together. 
We can have 18 holes. Let’s explore 18 holes with enhanced stormwater. You know because 
people support what they create. So allow us to create and you will see great drawings, you’ll see 
more drawings, you’ll see more creative ideas that we can do together, that we can all [inaudible].  

• Bob: I’ve been involved in this process since the very beginning and when this really started, it 
started over the amount of water being pumped on Hiawatha Golf Course. A number came up, 
we’ve got 292 million gallons being pumped into the lake and it turned out we were in violation 
of our pumping permit. And we went through this whole gyration of all these things that we 
thought were facts that were not necessarily facts as we found out. It really wasn’t about permits 
because we never filed a permit. And what we didn’t have is a dewatering permit. The bigger 
thing to look at here is there’s 14 billion gallons of water that flowed into that lake, and we’re 
talking about 292 million gallons that we think are excessive. The problem is you have an upper 
watershed and a lower watershed and South Minneapolis is part of the lower watershed and we 
are getting drown. Part of this responsibility belongs to the Watershed. The Watershed is not 
interested, has not been accountable to do their job. This is the point here, they take tax dollars 
to protect all of us, but the water continues to run down and you hear the same thing. It’s raining, 
it’s raining, we know it’s raining. But if you’re going to take tax dollars do something for us. 
Hiawatha as a golf course, an 18 hole, none of these concepts are going to fix the pumping 
problem. By reducing that problem and not correcting the Watershed’s input to that, there’s 
almost 350 hard lines that run into the Creek, so by the time it gets down to Minneapolis, and 
Minneapolis is responsible for about 109 of those pipes that push water into the Creek that’s 
drowning everybody. Solomon Park, Lake Nokomis, everyone is being drowned and no one is 
asking questions or holding people accountable who say their entity is responsible for water 
management. Then that is a lie. But don’t come up with these concepts that don’t address the 
problem. None of this will address the problem and it certainly is like buying a car with no engine 
in it. We have no idea what any of this means other than [inaudible] good drawings. Fix the 
problem. It’s an engineering problem. It’s water. It’s $15,000 is what it costs to pump this right 
now. And we’re going to spend sixty-some million dollars to make it into a monument to 
ourselves? That doesn’t solve anything.  

• Unnamed: I own a restaurant. I want to thank you for all the work. I can’t imagine [inaudible]. The 
18-holers gave me a little bit of bravery to come up here. I’ve lived in the neighborhood for thirty 
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years. My kids play at Rich Acres but they play and have played since they were seven and eight 
years old with my spouse and I on Hiawatha. I have been looking forward, I’m going to be retiring 
in the next six-eight months, I have been looking forward to spending my golf days and more out 
there on Hiawatha, 18 holes Hiawatha. So I’m very much in favor of an 18 hole course there and I 
totally hear the appeal for more engineering solutions to the water problem. It completely 
befuddles me why that hasn’t been taken care of and why experts, engineering experts, haven’t 
been brought to bear on this problem. Thank you. 

• Unnamed: I got here a little bit late but I saw on the news that there was a meeting down here. 
What did they use that showed Hiawatha as still flooding? I suspect the whole metro area thinks 
that golf course is still flooding. So I’m sure you guys are working hard. I don’t know who put 
them on to the news coverage but they should have had some good footage. There’s guys 
playing golf down there. The threat as far as the development I think is real as far as I can see a 
tax source there for the politicians. And I think, I don’t know who it is, but there’s somebody who 
wants to put a feather in their hat and walk away from this and say, look what I’ve done.  

5. Continue Workshop – CAC  

Following the public comment period, David said this is an opportunity for them to outline as a CAC for 
what they want to see in the preferred design alternative based on the comments that had been made.  

• Teresa: I feel like we didn’t get the option of the 18 holes. [David: Let’s talk about 18 holes then. 
Tt’s our CAC. Let’s talk about it.] I just thought when you were doing the three, you know gave 
us the four-hole which was against the Park Board’s resolution. [David: I would simply point out 
for instruction for all of us, what we were handed were three concepts by the Board where we 
are in no way, shape or form bound by those concepts as long as we adhere to the charge of the 
CAC. So that would be my advice to all of us is that we’re not bound by what we see. Those are 
options for us.] 

• Anne: Just listening to everybody it seemed, there seemed to be a consensus of less is more and 
to simply things. That when we are looking, as someone who asked for activities for kids, a lot of 
people pointed out that obviously Nokomis is right next door and that we probably shouldn’t be 
offering things at Hiawatha that are at Nokomis and sort of looking at it as a, I mean because 
they are pretty much a continuous kind of park structure. Maybe the less is more is a good idea 
because that seemed to be an overall view and that if we’re talking kayaks, they do that at 
Nokomis and it’s something we need at Hiawatha, and look at it as a full park structure.  

• David: Can I just ask a question to the CAC? Because I think this is the elephant in the room and I 
think we need to address this, in addition to what you brought up. 

• Sean: Can I just say something that addresses what just happened, which is I think a lot of people 
have the impression that there hasn’t been any study of the water. There’s been extensive study 
and it’s not my place to say that but I don’t want people to have false impressions and I think it’s 
somebody else’s place to say that, but there’s been a lot of study. 

• Kathryn: Can I say one thing about that? We’ve had extensive discussions with the DNR about 
this. One, the original premise of the golf course filing its pumping permits, they have stated was 
false because they never violated their original pumping permits, which were irrigation permits. 
All they came up with now is they needed a dewatering permit. The other thing is I’ve talked to 
the DNR hydrologist twice and he has stated that the current plan as it was portrayed in 2017 by 
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the Park Board, which pumps the water from the neighborhoods back to the golf course, he’s 
stated that pumping plan will not protect the homes. That’s his opinion but he stated it to me 
twice in person so I take that to heart because he’s a hydrology expert and so that’s, one of the 
things with this pumping that we’ve looked a lot into it, not only with what the Park Board has 
presented but with the DNR. 

• David: So, here’s my question to the CAC, just from what I heard from everything. So there are 
some things that are in our control, some things are out of it. Kathryn and I have talked and we 
don’t have the purview to change the pumping because the Park Board decided something, they 
have to change it if they want to. But here’s my question. We’ve talked about nine holes. That’s 
what was presented including a four-hole which I think we all pretty much agree is outside the 
scope of what we were told to work on. But what we were told to work on was at least nine. Do 
we want to as a CAC put in our preferred design alternative that we want to see a plan that has 
18 holes? 

• Sean: And a reduced pumping scenario. 
• David: Yes. And send it back to them and say, hey, we want 18 holes and we want the reduced 

pumping. Figure it out. I don’t know if it’s possible or not but do we want to ask that question? 
That’s my question to you guys? 

• Nathan: That seems like the same question we already asked and the Park Board said no, we 
should reduce pumping. That’s all the way back to where we started from. [inaudible; multiple 
voices] 

• Kathryn: If the homes are at risk, then we need to start over or we need to look at alternatives 
that make sure they’re safe. 

• Nathan: To my mind the point of this process is if the Park Board decides in their infinite wisdom, 
whatever the source of that is, that that’s what they want to do and this is how much water they 
want to pump, this is the land that we have to work with, the question as I see it is, what does this 
group want to do with what’s there. It doesn’t seem to me, and I think I asked this question at 
one point, is it possible to have 18 holes and the reduced pumping scenario. [two CAC members: 
Yes] And the answer that I got was that it’s not. [Sheila: Who did you get that answer from 
though?] If you accept the pumping scenario that as I understand it we’re bound to accept. And 
so the question is why would we send it back to say 18 holes and reduced pumping if that’s saying 
we want you to pull watermelons out of an elephant. Like it’s not possible. 

• Sean: The other thing is that while we’re having this discussion which we’re going on five years, 
okay, and it’s been grueling, but the pollution is coming in the pipe into the lake and I started this 
process because I wanted us to do something about that pollution and yet we delay, we delay, 
we delay, and we want more studies, we want more studies, we want more studies. Let’s move 
forward. If nothing else maybe we can just decide that let’s prioritize taking care of the pollution 
and we can continue the discussion about golf. I mean we know there are ways to utilize green 
infrastructure if that could totally address this and mechanical intervention could totally address 
the pollution and trash problem. Very possible. 

• David: Does the CAC agree that needs to be in our preferred design alternative? The pollution 
mitigation piece? [yes] Okay.  

• Teresa: And I think the City could own a piece of that. That’s what I think. And I think that out to 
be part of the plan. 
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• Joan: I’m just referring back to the Minneapolis water resource, and it says, it talks about Lake 
Hiawatha having an appearance of a lake is actually a widen a section of Minnehaha Creek 
consisting of a basin north of the main channel of the creek. As such the water quality in the lake 
is greatly dependent on the large inflow from Minnehaha Creek. So that says to me that we have 
very little, I know it’s coming in through the north pipe and I’m not diminishing that at all, but I 
think you’re right. I think it’s a construct of the Creek, the City and the Park Board all having to 
come up with some creative plan and I think that’s what it’s going back to and I give kudos. 
Minnehaha Creek Watershed now is bringing in more people from the University of Minnesota 
to do more studies and so it’s not just complacency on their part. I think there is a bigger, broader 
study going on and I think that that is because everybody here expressed those concerns and 
needs to continue to express those concerns and to maybe bring out an 18 hole that can be 
sustainable without chemicals and other things. 

• David: Just remember, what we want to try to get to here are things that we want in the design 
outline so we want to wherever possible identify pieces we want to put on this list other than just 
debating what we’ve been debating. I’m just going to throw that out for everyone, including 
myself. 

• Sean: I would add wildlife protection in there. 
• Matt: I think it’s revealing, I do appreciate everyone’s input and it’s very good to hear from the 

public, too. The one thing that you hear is that there’s a consensus that we have a water problem 
but a lot of people feel like there’s not a clear actual science between, from what they’ve been 
presented. I don’t know if that’s a problem in what they’ve been presented. If the information is 
there and it’s just not been presented clearly by the Park Board, or if that information we still 
need to get. In lieu of that I think there is also some consensus about what can be done to the 
property, whether or not that’s impacting 18 holes or not, there are issues that I think everyone 
here agrees on: accessibility. Having more pathways, having more accessibility to the golf course 
and property itself. I think everyone here is in agreement that there could be some kind of revised 
clubhouse with more expanded opportunities there. And I think there’s absolutely I would push 
back on folks who said we can, there’s stuff here already. At least for my community there’s a lot 
of folks who said there’s not a lot of diversity in park experiences. So I think that there are 
opportunities for us, whether that’s with 18, whether that’s not, to include more diversification 
of experiences. 

• David: Is that something folks generally agree with on the CAC? Is that something we can add to 
our list? 

• Teresa: All of that, or pieces of it? [David: You tell me. I’m just asking questions here.] 
Accessibility, I vote yes. So I’d like to see the fence taken down. 

• Kathryn: Because I’ve been around it since 1955 and the course actually used to be more 
accessible than it is now. When I was a kid there were open gates. There was no gate there, it was 
an opening in the fence on several sides of the course. And actually the people on 43rd Street, 
they closed up this one section and they’d come and cut it within a week. So people used to be 
able to go into the course during the summer. And I think that may be why nobody said that back 
then. Because we used to actually take our dog in and walk after the golfers were gone in the 
evening in the summer, and we’d take and walk our dog in there and around the edge of the lake. 
So for some reason, and I’m not sure why, they took out those gates and closed them off. It might 
be because of vandalism because when you have access you have people you come in and 
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vandalize and do stupid things like riding motorcycles and stuff on greens and things, but I think 
there could be a lot more give it back somewhat to that and provide some more accessibility so 
it doesn’t feel like a prison wall. 

• David: There was accessibility. What were the other points? 
• Matt: It was accessibility, some kind of a revised clubhouse with expanded opportunities… 
• David: Is that something we have agreement on? [Yes] Okay. 
• Matt: And then what I meant by diversification of experiences, that doesn’t exclude an 18-hole 

golf course. That means that we can be creative about how we use the space. And I think 
primarily what we heard from was frankly that the second half of the season that we have here 
in Minnesota and being more creative about our winter opportunities. And when folks say yeah, 
there’s cross-country skiing there right now, yes, if you have a backyard or if you bring your own 
skis there, but being more creative about bringing people to this place not just for the 
surrounding neighborhood but five, six, seven blocks away. Or the Nokomis Community as well. 
It could be an epicenter for winter activity. 

• Teresa: You could put a disk golf course in that could be used in the wintertime. Some of the 
other golf courses have winter-only disk golf. 

• David: I have Roxanne and Craig, or do you want to jump in on this particular… 
• Craig: Only because you mentioned the winter stuff and I think that expanding clubhouse and 

the winter stuff could go hand in hand because yes, they’re rentals, but also I think if you have 
something going on there in the winter like food and fancy beer and stuff you would have 
somebody working there to rent the skis during the weekdays. 

• Matt: David, can I just clarify too? [David: Yes, please.] I’m trying, when we say out of the box 
crazy ideas, to me crazy isn’t having some smaller scale version of a Sea Salt type atmosphere 
where you have a clubhouse that is also a golf clubhouse but a restaurant-type atmosphere with 
a patio where people are welcome and accessibility points where you don’t just enter from one 
side but through the entire scope of the park. And that brings people that aren’t just golfers to 
this space as well. 

• Roxanne: I just want to bring up the point about costs. Several people on the CAC as well as in 
the public at large have talked about tax dollars, the cost, how are we going to pay for changing 
the golf course from what it is to something else, whether it’s one of these concepts, some 
combination or something that’s not even drawn up yet. And I think it’s really important that 
when we look at cost we don’t look at it just as the renovation cost, we look at the maintenance 
cost so when, there have been many comments about well let’s just dredge the Lake, dredge the 
Creek. There’s a cost. Why is it that the Lake and the Creek are getting so much sediment? Our 
streets have a lot of organic matter. Are we all, each of us willing in our watershed to go out in 
the streets and clean that up? Or are we willing to increase our tax dollar expense to have the City 
do that for us? There’s got to be this relationship between cost and responsibility and it doesn’t 
just fall on the Park Board, it doesn’t just fall on the City, it doesn’t just fall on the upper part of 
the watershed. We are all responsible. And until we get to that point it doesn’t matter what three 
drawings we put up. 

• Anne: Just to sort of steal something you said to possible throw up there. I think there was a lot 
of comments about either self-maintaining or easily maintained designs. Nothing that would 
require daily or even weekly maintenance. Something that would be even self-maintaining if 
possible. 
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• David: Is that a consensus of the CAC? [Yes] [No] 
• Craig: One of the thing that I see at the golf course now is that they’re maintaining parts that 

probably they could just let be wet. They could just let that part be a raingarden but they mow it 
every day. 

• Sean: More naturalization. Could we agree on that? 
• David: Hold one. Sheila had one… 
• Sheila: I’m nervous about self-maintaining because I look at all the dead trees and a lot of the 

self-maintained land and you maintain a ballpark, you maintain a soccer field, I think there’s a 
mix. I think we’ve got two different things here. We’ve got an issue of we want natural spaces 
that are self-maintaining but that’s not recreation space. So I would put a vote in for we do need 
maintained recreation space. We can’t just let it all go to dead tree because that’s, and just to 
layer on that there’s a lot of talk about this being a migration place for birds and wildlife, 
monarchs. I was at the Bell Museum recently and the dioramas that were built in the forties made 
me really sad because when they put the Mall of American in in Bloomington we lost a lot of 
species that used to migrate through here. So I think it is our responsibility to have some habitat 
but again this is one of the reasons I live in Minneapolis is that the park system was designed that 
no one is more than six blocks away from a park. And so to make it all habitat would destroy a 
park system that is built on all residents have equal access. And if we live in South Minneapolis 
and we give up park recreation space we are doing disservice to a lot of people that are quite 
frankly being squeezed out of their homes already for all sorts of other reasons.  

• Sean: I don’t think anybody is asking for it all to become habitat. Dead trees are very useful as 
nesting places and so they have a value in a natural space. Let’s have natural space and let’s have 
recreation space. [Sheila: Yes, I think it’s a balance.] Let’s create the balance. Same thing with 
the accessibility. So let’s provide public access to the space where it hasn’t been but let’s also 
protect the habitat that’s there and the wildlife residents that live there now. Can we agree on 
that? [Yes] 

• Sheila: Can I also just say one thing. On behalf of the fence it’s called lawsuits. You can’t walk in 
an area where people are hitting golf balls. It’s very dangerous. So if we do something around 
that type of opening up, I don’t want you to have to present this, Tyler, and have the Park Board 
laugh at us and say, well of course we can’t have people walking on the driving range. But there’s 
a balance there too. [Tyler: Could we say strategically remove fence?] Yes. 

• Craig: I was in Saint Paul a few weeks ago, because their range opened before ours, and I don’t 
believe they have a fence around Highland Golf Course, at least not around all of it. 

• Several Voices: No.  
• Kathryn: Nor around Phalen.  
• Craig: And I’m not sure if there’s one all around Gross. I think right along the road there’s one.  
• Tyler: Gross and Columbia and Wirth don’t have much.  
• Sheila: The friendly amendment is strategic. I like that.  
• David: Do we have consensus around a good balance which will be maintained in natural space 

in the area? [Yes] 
• Roxanne: May I comment on this? Whether it is more of a cultivated landscape like a mowed area 

or if it’s natural native plants, maintenance is required. The point I was trying to make is we should 
look at the costs associated with each of those areas and make decisions about where do we 
want to put our money. And part of that, too, is re-using what we can in terms of infrastructure 
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where possible. But we need a cost analysis in relationship to the maintenance of all of it, because 
all of it requires some sort of maintenance. 

• David: I would just remind us all of the process real quick. I mean our job is to come up with a 
preferred design for the Park Board. The Park Board is going to look at that and as someone very 
eloquently pointed out they might take all of it or none of it and come up with their own plan and 
pass it. They then go out and do the engineering based on that, and then they come up with a 
plan based on that engineering. So we can talk about cost but the cost is two years down the road 
from where we are right now. It’s just the way their process works based on my conversations 
with staff and Park Board. That’s my understanding of the process. If I’m wrong someone from 
the Park Board tell me. 

• Sean: For example, like a natural delta system maintains itself. 
• David: What else do we want in this preferred design alternative? I heard a few folks in the CAC, 

a few folks in the public, say less is more. Do we want a plan with less? Not as many bells and 
whistles as what we’re seeing up there. [Yes] 

• Chakra: We should actually so that, assuming it’s sustainable, otherwise it will cost more to 
maintain it. So we should make sure that the costs to run it are really low. [Agree] 

• Joan: You were talking about the children and I think a lady back there was talking about how 
people come to the east side. So is that still part of this or is it part of the Hiawatha…? 

• David: The east side of the park, correct me if I’m wrong, but the Hiawatha-Nokomis Master Plan 
that was passed by a different CAC, and I know there is a plan in place for that, that’s outside our 
purview. 

• Joan: Okay. So then the west green space area there is that beneficial to have a play area there 
for the neighbors on that side for children?  

• David: I would argue yes because if we use that area up on 43rd where the kids do lemonade 
stands and stuff like that to preserve the green space by you would be…if they do end up bringing 
in that pipe it takes out that area on 43rd so protecting that area by you would be really important 
I think for the families in the neighborhood. 

• Teresa: The other thing that I would see in my corner is, there’s sort of a bike path and walkway 
that little kids ride bikes on, and then they come down to our corner and there’s no good place 
but a lot of people cut through that green space and there’s no reason why a bike path couldn’t 
go through there. 

• David: If I remember correctly that’s actually in the Nokomis-Hiawatha Master Plan was to create 
a paved path on that side of the property going all the way around to hookup. 

• Teresa: This is for the Hiawatha plan. 
• David: I know. It’s where I think the two kind of, I remember from that one it was in there. 
• Teresa: I think that would be useful because there is a path there. 
• Sean: So like a path around the perimeter and of the corner. 
• David: Yes, so you don’t have to cross the street. Although I like doing that because my dog stops 

at your dog bowl. 
• Nathan: I want to push back on that. I feel like I heard a lot of people say that they wanted to be 

able to bike and walk all the way around the lake. I’m not sure that putting a path along the street 
as a sidewalk really satisfies that. 

• Teresa: I’m saying if you take the fence down there’s room for a bike path on the outside of the 
golf course. 
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• Nathan: Yeah, and I think that’s unfortunately oppositional to what you’re saying which is to 
retain that space as a natural habitat on the berm area and I don’t now how you resolved those. 

• David: She’s talking about the far outside, so going down to Longfellow. 
• Matt: No, I understand. I’m saying along the way. 
• Sean: But there can be a way that the path could bypass key habitat areas and maybe it might be 

useful to designate some areas that are like natural areas that are allowed to be reclaimed by 
nature and areas that are for humans to pass through. And those can be accommodated with the 
golf course plan and so that you can also create a path and then create a new nature area and 
then you can create new habitats for people to experience and that’s not so hard to do.  

• Nathan: I’m not saying we shouldn’t have a bike path there. I’m saying I don’t want it to be just a 
bike path or a sidewalk there as opposed to be closer to the lake. I like the idea of having one 
along the outside. I just don’t want it to be instead of something. 

• David: I just want to, let me say this one more time. There actually already is a plan to put a bike 
path along the entire exterior. It’s in the Nokomis-Hiawatha Master Plan, so that’s in different 
Master Plan already so it’s already supposedly planned assuming that that plan actually… 

• Sheila: So we echo that. Can’t we just put that on there? 
• David: We can if we want, but I do wonder if a question that you’re kind of have gone through, 

we need to have a conversation on a path around the entire lake because that’s not something 
we’ve talked about yet. 

• Roxanne: Can we simply say access, distinction, differentiation? Because we talked, there’s been 
conversation about pedestrian, bikes, access to nature, access to golf. Looking at the breadth of 
it. That has all come up tonight. 

• David: I’m open to whatever you guys want to bring us. 
• Craig: I guess I don’t understand why we need a paved path around it. I mean honestly, I think 

that’s, I don’t understand why we need so much pavement everywhere. There are other lakes 
you can ride your bike around. I think it would be great if people could walk around the lake, a 
more natural space. I think there are a lot of places in this city where you can ride a bike on a path. 
And I know a lot of people love to do that, including me, I rode my bike here tonight. But it would 
be nice to have one space where maybe you’re by a lake, you can go around it and there’s not 
bikes. I don’t know.  

• David: Do we want to start with that then? Is there consensus at minimum to have some sort of 
walking path around the lake provided it’s done in a safe manner. 

• Sean: That depends on what that means. 
• Roxanne: I would say pathway differentiation. I mean I think we have to look at access in its 

broadest sense. Are we accessing the lake? Are we accessing wildlife? Are we accessing golf? 
What are we accessing? What does that look like? Are we accessing it by bike, by foot, by skis? 
Pathway differentiation. 

• Chakra: Maybe pick a couple of options and say one for golfers and one for pedestrians and just 
go with it, because otherwise we cannot fit everybody, bikers and others. And it’ll add it to the 
cost. 

• Sean: In my drawing I have a loop that comes in on the south side, goes over the Creek, and then 
up the bridge and back up the hill. It doesn’t cut through the owl forest. And then there’s another 
access point from the south where you can come along the south shore of the lake. But to have 
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a path on the lake all the way around it I think is too disruptive in my opinion. Can we agree on 
that?  

• David: My sense, if I this correct, the CAC is not interested in a path around the lake. 
• Sean: Immediately next to the lake. 
• Sheila: Adjacent to the lake. 
• David: There is not consensus on that, I should say. 
• Sheila: I have an amendment to that. 
• Nathan: I don’t think there’s consensus about a path around the lake. 
• Tyler: I’m just going to type something, and then we can add to it, just so we can kind of spitball.  
• Craig: Like I said, I think that wildlife would be better with walkers than bikers, but I’ve heard a 

lot of people say they want a walkway. 
• Sean: I know, a lot of people do. I think there’s a way to do it without having to be right on the 

lake all the time, all the way around. So you all know this but there’s a lot of wildlife that live 
there, very biodiverse. You can see things that you won’t see anywhere else in the city. And if you 
do that you won’t have that. 

• David: What about what Tyler wrote? [Projected on screen.] Is this sort of what you were 
thinking? [Sheila: yeah, that’s what I was going for.] 

• Sean: Not necessarily asphalt. 
• Craig: Maybe asphalt is important for [integrity of, access, universal access] not as access but like 

so it doesn’t wash away. 
• Kathryn: It needs to be put in safely, because if there’s any golf around it there’s got to be concern 

about safety. 
• Teresa: It could be an impervious surface. Did they do that in that park downtown by the Vikings 

stadium? 
• David: We’re already three minutes over, so I apologize. Are there other items that folks want to 

have in this that they want to, yes… 
• Matt: I think we could ask for more imaginative and purposeful display of history and local artists 

and art, interactive art.  
• Craig: Yeah, is that everywhere?  
• Matt: I think we should be more open for the Park Board to decide and I think we should leave it 

open for other community members to give input, but I think everyone here has mentioned the 
importance of the history of this course and I’ve played it and I know about that history, but I 
don’t see it visually displayed many places and I think we could do a better job, be more 
purposeful in that, and I think we should be including more art in this general site from local 
artists and potentially the schools.  

• Craig: I think that’s awesome. My mind isn’t picturing what it would look like right now. 
• Sean: I would support the public art and the history, but let’s also include indigenous history.  
• Chakra: I think we should do more of it but its already a part of the items we can add to the plan. 
• Sean: History. But I think we should also include indigenous history. 
• Tyler: Could we keep it just how it is there, more purposeful interpretation? We don’t have to 

figure out exactly how we interpret things, whether it’s this or that or that, but just saying that 
we want to have more purposeful interpretation is very good direction for the Park Board who 
will then develop that over time. [History or interpretation?] History or culture, I can put in that. 
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• Sean: Can we say indigenous and African American? 
• David: Do we want to limit it? 
• Craig: I don’t think we should limit it.  
• Sean: I mean just because those are the things that have been not… 
• Craig: Well yes, but there are other groups that play there. 
• Kathryn: I think if you don’t put it in there it might not happen. So it probably should be in there. 
• David: Okay, are there any other items that we want to have in the preferred design alternative 

outlined for Tyler to hand to the consultants for them to come up with something they can bring 
back to us? 

• Teresa: I want to see an 18-hole plan with reduced pumping. 
• David: We have no control over the reduced pumping. We can’t ask them to do that. 
• Sheila: Can you just say 18 holes? I mean if that’s, we get a lot of feedback about 18 holes. And if 

we link it to reduce pumping that feels out of bounds, but if say just could we see an 18-hole 
course there? 

• David: We can certainly ask and see if they can come back with an 18-hole. I would say there’s a 
low likelihood that they’re going to be able to do it given the pumping. 

• Tyler: I just want to explain the Board action just a little bit further here because I think it may 
help. So they told us to prepare a flood resilient and sustainable minimum nine holes, so that 
means that at least nine holes need to be flood resilient and sustainable? 

• Craig: Well we have that now. 
• Tyler: But what about ten years from now? The Master Plan is ten, twenty years, so we really 

have to think into the future. 
• Sheila: But here’s the thing? What if nine of those holes are just designed to flood when it’s high 

water, and when it’s dry, I mean that’s what we do now. If the course is dry enough. 
• Sean: I think it would be under water right now, though, right? 
• Craig: … have to reduce the pumping on it… [inaudible; multiple voices] 
• Teresa: … resilient golf course is as resilient entity as you’re going to get in that space right now. 
• David: I would just point out, so my question earlier was one of do we want to ask. Now, that said, 

my interpretation, what I’m seeing is there’s no way to have probably 18 holes if the Park Board 
moves forward with their plan around reduced pumping because even those lower ones are going 
to be under water all the time. So we can ask. I’m not very hopeful. 

• Teresa: We talked to enough engineers and including the DNR people. There are alternatives 
that you can reduce the pumping and keep the 18 holes. 

• Sheila: I think the people I represent and the people I’ve gotten feedback from would appreciate 
at least the consideration of 18 holes. And if it’s a no, it’s a no, but if we don’t put it on there and 
they say oh, Sheila, why didn’t you bring this up? You’ve heard from people for years about 18 
holes. At least keep it in the conversation. Who knows? 

• Sean: Did we ask that before? 
• Sheila: No. 
• David: No, what we asked was whether or not we could consider plans other than the alternative 

(b) pumping plan, I believe. 
• Sheila: It was linked forever with the reduced pumping. I’m saying break it away from the 

pumping and just put it on the table. 
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• Anne: Just put we want 18 holes. If they can’t give us 18 holes then they won’t give us 18 holes. 
• Teresa: The only reason that there’s reduced pumping… [Sheila: But let’s not go there…] is 

because of a misunderstanding… 
• Sheila: That’s irrelevant at this point. I think this is something that the community keeps asking 

for. I feel I would be remiss by not at least stating if you’re giving me an alternative design I feel 
like I represent 18 holes as a voice of not just myself but a lot of people that have been coming to 
these meetings and are engaged in this process. 

• David: Would it work if we phrased it as if possible an 18 hole, a preference for an 18 hole golf 
course? 

• Sheila: Yes. 
• Kathryn: Preference for 18 hole golf course sounds good to me. 
• Craig: It doesn’t have to look exactly like it does now. 
• David: If possible, a strong preference for an 18-hole golf course. And then that allows the 

engineers and folks to go back and say okay, is it possible. And it might not be. They might come 
back and say… 

• Sean: They already did that, though. And more delays. No thank you.  
• Teresa: Sean, I will come and help you put that screen up on that north pipe and you and I can go 

to jail together. I don’t care. I will help you. 
• Craig: I have a question about that. Has anybody studied how much comes in from the north? 
• Sean: I have observed and I’ve seen lots of trash come out of the pipe. 
• Kathryn: Aren’t there two pipes that come out, no, there’s two pipes that come out from under 

the park building. 
• Sean: Yes, those are much, much smaller. 
• Kathryn: Those come out from the northeast neighborhood and from the east neighborhood. 
• Craig: So based on what you’ve seen you think it’s more the north. And you know more than 

anybody. 
• David: We’re ten minutes over so I’d like to try to get to this question and see what we want to 

do with it. I mean, the worst that can happen is they’re going to come back and say no, we can’t 
do it, and here’s the best plan for nine holes. 

• Anne(?): I’m fine with that. 
• Matt: And I don’t know where I am on this either, but it seems like there’s someone offering 

saying there should, we should put a bullet on there that says a preference, a CAC preference for 
18 holes. Whether that’s a uniform, I don’t think there is consensus on those 18 holes, but you 
could say a majority of CAC preference for 18 holes. 

• Roxanne(?): Or we could say consideration for 18 holes as opposed to the word preference.  
• [Several voices in agreement.] 
• Nathan: I mean if we put it to the engineers and they say it’s not possible to have 18 with the 

reduced pumping… 
• Sheila(?): Well they have a minimum of nine. That’s already been set. 
• Nathan: …minimum of nine, then they… 
• David: Then that’s the plan that we’re going to get them for next month? 
• Teresa: If you can spend $62 million you can make that berm leak less, you can make it higher… 
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• Nathan: My question is if we ask that question and we get the answer no, then are we going to 
have this conversation again with it’s nine holes and here’s… 

• David: I would say this. We have asked the Park Board to reconsider, if we can consider a different 
pumping plan. They said no. We did, we asked if can consider things other than the pumping 
plan, went to the Park Board, they had a vote on it and they came back and they said it’s option 
b. So we’ve asked that question. We haven’t ever said hey, we absolutely want to see an 18 hole 
if it’s possible. I’m guessing if there was a possibility for 18 hole it would have been one of those 
three plans. 

• Craig: Is that where we got the nine hole thing? 
• David: Yes, that’s when the nine hole thing came up, was when we went back to… 
• Sean: … reducing the pumping half the land is going to get flooded, or whatever portion of it’s 

going to be under water. 
• Sheila: Maybe. 
• Sean: Have you seen the lake recently? 
• David: Listen, I think it’s worth at least asking, saying hey we have, there is, at least it seems like 

a majority consensus, if we can do 18 holes that would be good. We’re going to get an answer in 
a month and if it’s only nine holes then we have our answer. The 18 is impossible. And then that 
conversation, we have to accept that that’s what we’re going to see. 

• Nathan: And again I guess the question is at that point then do we get to have a conversation 
that’s this same thing except for now our understanding of the perimeter is, it’s not going to be 
an 18 hole course. And we have that conversation about what are the golf amenities, what are 
the non-golf amenities, what do we do with this property. I don’t think the CAC is going to be 
able to solve the water issue. I think the Park Board has to deal with it for better or for worse. I 
feel like, and this is my main concern about the golf course versus not golf course thing, I feel like 
we’re losing our opportunity to have a say in what it is by getting lost in the 18 holes, or 18 holes 
or nothing conversation, do you know what I mean? 

• Teresa: Well, but, you represent the mayor. You want to lose three hundred homes in that 
neighborhood? 

• Nathan: I don’t represent anybody. I was appointed by the mayor and I represent only my own 
opinion. 

• David: And by the way she’s not mayor anymore.  
• Nathan: So, but here’s the, this is my point, though. I just feel like if the CAC says we want 18 

holes the Park Board can ignore everything that the CAC did because we basically provided them 
nothing of value if the answer isn’t 18 holes. 

• Sheila: We’re not getting rid of all of the rest of the alternative outline points. 
• Sean: This doesn’t necessarily represent the whole community for the people who are not able 

to be here right now. 
• Kathryn: That’s one item to consider. 
• Nathan: I think it’s fair at this point to say there’s a majority of the CAC here who supports 18 

holes. That’s completely accurate. My question is just about the process. So if we’re losing the 
opportunity to have that additional discussion. 

• David: I just want to want to get clarification on Nate’s question real quick. We’re going to get a 
plan back next month based on what we’ve come up with. Is there an opportunity at that point if 
we say there’s a majority preference for 18 holes, it comes back with nine again, do we have an 
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opportunity at that-point to have the conversation Nate wants to have about golf amenities on 
what is now an agreed-upon maximum number of holes. 

• Michael Schroeder: Because I know this is getting late, we’ll bring back an alternative with 18 
holes but when you compare it against everything else on this list and you will see that we will 
lose habitat, we will not have walking trails, but we won’t have all of the things that you want to 
get, all these other things, will not necessarily be possible when we push the 18 holes, and it will 
not be flood resilient. [Joan: How do you know that for sure?] Because most the property is 
already in the flood plain. 

• Kathryn: It’s always going to be in the flood plain. 
• Joan: Except for it’s always going to be there and that’s the way it is and we’ve maintained it… 
• Michael: Correct. The direction of the Board was a flood-resistant, at least nine holes. 
• Kathryn: One thing that’s missing that is not still up there and sort of relates to this, I think is the 

fact that this pumping plan revolves around the homes. And so that has to be taken into account 
because when you look at the original plan that was produced versus these plans, the original 
plan had that number defined as to how much it was going to reduce pumping. You’ve got more 
property here that you’re going to have to dewater than in the original plan. And so I don’t 
understand how you’re coming up with the same number in the first place, but what’s important 
in this is to a put a bullet up there that those homes are protected and if 18 holes is the way to 
protect them that makes a stronger case for 18 holes and retaining what’s there. If when you go 
through and look at these plans and try to figure out how you’re going to protect those homes 
then you have to determine a new number. I want some engineering analysis with the 
justification that says why we cannot have 18 holes and what’s the actual reduced pumping going 
to be? 

• Matt: Here’s a question for Michael, too. Michael, do you think, I mean this exercise, this year-
plus long exercise and hundreds and hundreds of public folks coming and giving their 
commentary, do you think by us saying as a CAC that we have a preference toward an 18-hole 
golf course, that will make them re-evaluate after a year of thoughtful, tough discussions. Their 
initial position on pumping itself, just because they voted not to change the pumping a year ago 
doesn’t mean that they couldn’t revisit that after they’ve heard from the community two times. 

• Michael: I can’t speak for the Board, but I know the Board of Commissioners and I think it will be 
difficult for them to back away from the environmental positions which a year ago we confirmed 
the question about the direction with the charge. I can’t tell you for certain, but there was much 
discussion around what was going on with the pumping at that time and they confirmed the 
reduced pumping scenario. They could have decided to not address pumping. They decided to 
retain the reduced pumping as a criteria. 

• Joan: Can you explain… 
• David: Joan, I have a bunch of people here waiting to go. I’ve got Sean, I have Craig, I have 

Roxanne. 
• Sean: Can we add, speaking of which, can we add climate resiliency be built in because clearly 

we’re dealing with climate change. I don’t see it on there. 
• David: Is that different than resilience thing that’s in the Park Board directions? 
• Michael: The flood resilience would be specific to this property.  
• Sean: This project should be designed in a way that is climate resilient or that is prepared to deal 

with climate change and address it, because we will have to anyway. Can we support that? 
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• Teresa: Well how do you determine whether it does or not, if you don’t have the study? 
• Sean: We have a lot of study.  
• Teresa: Okay, so you have the Barr study that said the pumping did no harm environmentally. 
• David: We’re also getting, we’re asking them to come up with a plan, and that’s all we’re doing is 

asking for a plan, not the engineering. I hear you.  
• Teresa: I know. I’m just saying that to put that in you can’t just say, oh, well, this is 

environmentally right when the EPA says don’t put a wetland in a residential neighborhood and 
wouldn’t throw that one out because we don’t like that one. 

• David: Michael, have you guys spoken to EPA? 
• Michael: No, we haven’t, but we’ve reviewed the information that was posted on the website 

about constructive wetlands and wetlands. This is a wetland. If you look at the definition of a 
wetland, you have to look at hydrology, soil and types of vegetation. Just because it’s a golf 
course it’s missing the vegetation component, because if we didn’t mow the grass it would 
probably be a wetland vegetation spouting probably almost spontaneously. So this is a wetland. 
We’re not constructing a wetland. It will go back to a wetland. If we stop pumping it would 
become a wetland. 

• Teresa: Okay, so what about the ponds at Nokomis? 
• Michael: Well we’re talking here. I mean we a lot to figure out right here. 
• Teresa: I know that, Michael.  
• Kathryn: But the examples that are over there, and we say we don’t want that happening right 

across the street from us and into our basements. 
• David: I’ve got Craig next, and I’ve got Roxanne, and you can jump into the substance of this. All 

right… 
• Craig: It seems to me like the decision really is do you want to build, do you want to do this and 

flood it and reduce the pumping and that will allegedly protect the homes. We don’t know. I mean 
I don’t know if anybody is going to give me a guaranty on that. [No one will.] And that’s just one 
option, right? I’m not say it’s the right option or the wrong option, I’m just saying it’s one option. 
The other option is to kind of leave it like a golf course like it is and that it’s already low-lying land 
and sometimes that golf course is going to flood. It seems to be kind of the two options that 
we’ve got. And I don’t know what’s right or wrong. Maybe there’s benefits to one and benefits to 
the other. To be honest with you I don’t really know where I stand. But I do know what happened 
when it rained seven inches the last time and that’s, I have that history there, so maybe people 
would feel more comfortable with all of this water if people knew what was going to happen. I 
think that’s why people are hesitant to say, yes, sign me up for having the water across the street 
from my house.  

• Michael: David, can I just speak briefly to that? I just want to make sure you understand that these 
concepts that we’re looking at which spring from an alternative that at one time was called 
alternative 2b. Alternative 2b was an exercise between the City of Minneapolis and the Park 
Board. We spent probably $400,000 studying where the water was coming from and how we 
could best manage it. Alternative 2b if I recall correctly increased the amount of water on the golf 
course property by 40 acres. I don’t remember the depth or the volume but it was not dissimilar 
to a lot that we’re right here. It also proposed to reduce pumping to 94 million gallons and we 
would be protecting homes to the same degree that they’re protected today. That’s the base of 
these plans. That is engineering study. That was two years’ worth of work or more and more 
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money than anyone else has spent studying water movement on this property probably since the 
property was formed in the Big Bang. 

• Roxanne: Just two things. Several people in the neighborhood have said to me that they would 
like direct regular access to the water so whether they get to go to the beach or go swimming in 
it or kayak it, and if there are signs posted saying it’s not safe, so I think that needs to be up there. 
Direct regular access to water at this area. What that looks like, how we get there, is going to 
require a lot of things. 

• Craig: Well, that’s based on the Creek. I mean there’s a massive like 150 page study that they did 
in 2013, it was done by the Watershed District and the State. [I’ve seen it.] The water quality is 
due to the water that comes in the Creek. I don’t think that’s really in our [inaudible]. 

• Roxanne: Well, it’s, again I’ve been a part of this now for five years. My goodness. I am going to 
say this. The source of pollution isn’t just, it’s not just one thing, it’s not just the people upstream 
from Lake Minnetonka, it’s not just the Creek. It’s all of us. It’s all the plastics that each of us use 
every day that get through our day. It’s the fact that we don’t clean up our streets frequently 
enough. It’s a combination of things.  

• Craig: Right. I’m down with all of that. But us twelve people aren’t going to solve that problem. 
• Roxanne: No. What I’m saying is people want direct access to the water. So if we don’t do it here 

than pretty soon we won’t be doing it, we’re not going to do it anywhere. All of our water bodies 
are being compromised.  

• David: Are you talking about how some of the plans have like kayak access? Is that sort of what 
you’re talking about? 

• Roxanne: Just be in the water, touch it, like have access. What does that look like? 
• Matt: It could be, it could look like increased accessibility to the park and water. 
• Roxanne: Yes. 
• Matt: There you go. And I think everybody would agree to that.  
• Craig: I’m down with all that.  
• Sean: And I would say, about the pollution, the north pipe… 
• David: We need to stop that conversation because we’re already twenty minutes over, so can we 

stop the pollution conversation for just a minute and focus on what we need in this? Because this 
is our one chance to do this.  

• Roxanne: A point if I may. The last one being appropriate plantings. So you mentioned the trees 
being dead. That’s indicative of either the tree is in the wrong spot or it’s being flooded or it’s 
compromised with insects. Whatever it might be. Somebody mentioned cattails, somebody 
mentioned certain wetlands in the city, that are being overrun by certain plants. You know what? 
There are certain plants that are appropriate to certain situations, so just being very cognizant of 
that. 

• David: Does that fit into the balance natural and recreation spaces with appropriate plantings? 
Does that sound… [Agreement from multiple voices.] 

• Sean: And we didn’t get our climate resiliency up there. 
• David: All right. We will have that conversation here in one second.  
• Tyler: We have to wrap up around 9:00 here because the Park does close fairly quickly. They give 

us some leniency.  
• Nathan: A couple of things. I want to echo what Sean said about needing ecological sustainability 

and resiliency. I think regardless of what we’re talking about, what Craig said in terms of letting 
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some of the golf course flood or anything else, I think we’re all in agreement that there needs to 
be some resilience. We don’t need to replant a golf course even if it continues to be a golf course. 
You don’t need to replant it and rebuilt it every ten years or whatever if it floods, so some sort of 
resilience built in. Procedurally I don’t know that it’s fair for us as a group to have to make a 
decision in thirty-five minutes after spending a meeting listening to people talk about the damn 
Creek again. That’s a solved issue. If we’re going to have a real discussion about this I think we 
need to be able to have one that doesn’t involve speechifying to a crowd and actually have this 
conversation in a way that’s procedurally functional. And I don’t know that having a thirty-five 
minute discussion in this room is going to do that.  

• Sean: Second that. 
• David: We have to be out of here in five minutes. 
• Tyler: So we have to be at some sort of actionable place here. 
• Kathryn: I want two things. Some kind of mention of 18 holes and protecting the homes with 

some new engineering analysis based on any changes that are done on this property. [Tyler: I 
think that’s inherent.] 

• Michael: We can do that. There will be engineering that happens after the Master Plan is… 
• Kathryn: No, before the Master Plan, we don’t know that any of this can actually be done. 
• David: I would say there’s not consensus on 18 here. 
• [multiple voices in multiple conversations] 
• Teresa: So can we write down the 18 holes? 
• David: I’m not sure there is consensus within the CAC for it? I’m trying to figure out the right way 

to put that in there. 
• Tyler: Let’s take a break today. Let’s reconvene a meeting of just the CAC.  
• Michael: The public will be invited and we’ve given them a chance to speak, but you need your 

time to do your work.  
• Tyler: We’re going to be focusing on the hot button issues, 18 holes, how that might happen. 
• David: Is it possible before that meting to ask our golf course engineer whether or not they looked 

at 18 holes when they were looking at this because perhaps the question has already been 
answered? [Michael: We will bring that answer back to you.] The answer might already be there, 
must no one has told us yet. And so I think if it has been answered we can be told and then we 
know the answer. 

• Sean: I don’t want to have the same conversation that we’ve had every time. 
• Tyler: We’re going to stay focused on the last two or three things on the table. 
• David: We’re not done with this list. We’re going to have another meeting.  

Meeting was paused at 9:05 pm. The CAC will reconvene the meeting at a date to be determined. 
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	Tyler reported on the online public input surveys that have been submitted. They serve to give the Design Team and CAC a better understanding of existing conflicts and agreements. For the three concepts that were set forth, they received 689 responses which are detailed in a 122-page document. [See PPT on project webpage for detailed information.] 
	• Sixty percent preferred the concepts that featured nine-hole golf courses, and most of those preferred the Par 36 course in Concept Two.  
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	• Fewer than five percent of respondents said they would only play on courses where carts were available.  
	• Fewer than five percent of respondents said they would only play on courses where carts were available.  

	• For the driving range, most preferred the range over dry land.  
	• For the driving range, most preferred the range over dry land.  

	• Golf-related services that ranked the highest included affordable memberships, fitness facilities, working with trained golf pros and access to golf simulators.  • Most respondents thought Concept Three best engaged the public with nature and protecting existing wildlife.  
	• Golf-related services that ranked the highest included affordable memberships, fitness facilities, working with trained golf pros and access to golf simulators.  • Most respondents thought Concept Three best engaged the public with nature and protecting existing wildlife.  

	• Year-round fast casual dining with patios and firepits ranked highest among types of community gathering spaces.  
	• Year-round fast casual dining with patios and firepits ranked highest among types of community gathering spaces.  

	• Concept One ranked highest for best circulation within the park.  
	• Concept One ranked highest for best circulation within the park.  

	• Environmental nature play areas and gardens ranked highest among non-golf and non-winter activities.  
	• Environmental nature play areas and gardens ranked highest among non-golf and non-winter activities.  

	• Pond hockey, ice fishing, tubing, ice climbing, fat biking, and nice quiet trails were suggestions for additional winter uses.  
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	Another survey question asked for respondents’ thoughts about how the MPRB could best celebrate the history of African American golfers and Native Americans associated with this site. Responses included: 
	• Events that celebrate diversity. 
	• Events that celebrate diversity. 
	• Events that celebrate diversity. 

	• Importance of honoring Native American history. 
	• Importance of honoring Native American history. 
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	Tyler presented several examples of what people liked, didn’t like or thought was missing from each of the concepts presented. These were sometimes in conflict with each other. 
	More than 200 comments were received at each of the focus session open houses. The comments largely paralleled the online survey comments, with many conflicting counterpart comments.  
	• Of the two 9-hole golf layouts, the Par 36 is most preferred.  
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	Tyler noted CAC members will work together at this meeting to focus on one solution and create recommendations that will be given to the Design Team. At CAC Meeting #7 members will be presented with an alternative design graphic or plan, which if approved by the CAC will be forwarded to the Board of Commissioners and developed into a Master Plan. If that plan is not approved by the CAC, they will proceed with CAC Meeting #8 for further refinement. 
	David invited each CAC member to spend about a minute talking about what they did and did not like about the three concepts that were previously presented.  
	• Kathryn Kelly: Through all this process right now I still want to see 18 holes of golf on this property. I don’t believe any of these concepts protect the homes. There’s too much water for both golf and for protecting the homes. I just want to see something more like what we currently have. It’s an 18-hole golf course. Also I’m not the only one that says this, but I’d like to present to the Park Board the petitions that we have signed that we put together over the last two weeks. We have over 400 people w
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	• Sean Connaughty, Friends of Lake Hiawatha: I responded to some of the concepts that the Park Board came up with. There was a lot that I liked about the concepts and I have made drawings responding to the different concepts. I guess it’s all part of Concept Two, pretty much verbatim what Concept Two created. However, Roxanne and Ryan and a couple of other people worked with me on making suggestions…visual suggestions for the Park Board. Primarily it’s about how this area wants to be wetland, it’s going to 
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	• Teresa Engstrom: Many of you know I live on the corner of the golf course, probably the first house to get flooded. I am very upset. None of your design concepts considered a different solution to reduce the pumping other than breaking the berm and creating a wetland. EPA guidelines say wetlands should not be created in a residential area. You did it over by Lake Nokomis. Look what happened to those homes. There’s no maintenance over there, the homes are flooding. I don’t want my home to flood. I want 18 
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	• Matt Hilgart, appointed by NENA: I have been working closely with Nokomis East Neighborhood Association after every meeting we have here, trying to get their guidance, their collective members of the community as well. Plans Two and Three were met with general positivity by NENA board members. Our neighborhood is home to an expanding number of young families who desire more diverse recreational opportunities aside from just golf. They were especially interested in winter and summer use, so maximizing use 
	• Matt Hilgart, appointed by NENA: I have been working closely with Nokomis East Neighborhood Association after every meeting we have here, trying to get their guidance, their collective members of the community as well. Plans Two and Three were met with general positivity by NENA board members. Our neighborhood is home to an expanding number of young families who desire more diverse recreational opportunities aside from just golf. They were especially interested in winter and summer use, so maximizing use 

	• Craig Nichols, appointed by Northrop Elementary School: Of these three concepts here, if they were to flood the area again, I like Concept Three the best. I think it is the best, where it connects the whole community, the golfers and the people, that can us it. When I think about this project I think how the community uses it now. I think there’s been a lot of people getting excited about accessibility and community, and it seems a little bit to me like we’re taking one community and saying, we want other
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	• Sheila Terryll, Ward 11 appointee: The plans are lovely and the concepts seem to be getting a lot of feedback, but my big concern is the water. I’m worried that the water issues that we have in our neighborhood are just going to get worse when we break that berm. I’m worried that reduced pumping at current water levels won’t keep up with what we need to do for water levels that are in the future. Climatologists are telling us that the weather is going to get more extreme and they are already doing a ton o
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	• Joan Soholt: I want to follow up on what Sheila said because I’m in the HPDL neighborhood. I have learned a lot in the last four years because of what’s happening in my neighborhood and what south of the park looks like, the lack of maintenance I saw in the park, the lack of maintenance continues on Nokomis. I just want to share with you in the Minneapolis water resources it says the contribution of Minnehaha Creek flows to Lake Hiawatha results in a watershed to lake surface area ratio of 550 to one. Tha
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	• Roxanne Stuhr, appointed by the Standish-Ericsson Neighborhood Association: I also work as a landscape architect and work with landscape designers. One of my biggest concerns is the fact that rains that we’re getting in parts of the park are increasing in intensity and frequency and that is not going to change other than getting more intense and more frequent. We keep talking about this land being a concern if there’s more water there. I would like to have you think about the neighborhood as a sponge. Eac
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	In order to provide guidance to the Design Team, CAC members in turn stated the top five (or so) things they wanted to see, or did not want to see, in the preferred design alternative. To aid in this exercise, Tyler referenced three documents that outline the components of each of the three concepts.  
	• Teresa: People keep asking about the dog park. I see a dog terrace, but I didn’t see a dog park. [Tyler answered: one of the concepts had a dog terrace which is a separate patio that is attached to the restaurant building where you could go and bring your dog and it can hang out with you.] But that’s not a dog park? [Tyler: no, not necessarily. But there are certainly comments from the public that would like to have a full-size dog park. There is no traditional dog park in our current concepts. But we cou
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	• Kathryn: I want the 18-hole golf course to stay. I think it’s the best thing to protect the homes. I just looked at Concept One. I’m totally against the stormwater diversion project that’s coming at 19th and 43rd because it’s way too close to her home, to my mom’s home, that whole neighborhood, and it’s just too dangerous. I also worry about the expanded parking lot up at the clubhouse because that street, Longfellow Avenue, I’ve been on that street since 1968, and that street is already heavily traveled.
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	• Anne: Just real fast, renovating existing building for community use. Nine-hole golf. Something that wasn’t on here, I couldn’t find it, is a lot of people talked to me about making sure we include winter activities while we’re designing. Protect the houses from flooding. A learning center with historical education of the site. Ecological restoration and wildlife area. 
	• Anne: Just real fast, renovating existing building for community use. Nine-hole golf. Something that wasn’t on here, I couldn’t find it, is a lot of people talked to me about making sure we include winter activities while we’re designing. Protect the houses from flooding. A learning center with historical education of the site. Ecological restoration and wildlife area. 

	• Matt: These are from the Nokomis East Neighborhood Association. Similar to what Anne said a renovated building with expanded use. Restaurant, event rental and a learning center potentially in one site. A dog and pet patio. Kayak and boat dock. Creative greenspace for not only community recreation but also solitary use. I think you showed in one of the designs hammocks, creative uses for hammocks for some folks. Winter activities: fire pits, curling, skiing. Bike connectivity. Personally I think there shou
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	• Joan: I love the fact that currently I think there were more than 300 kids this year that used it for cross-country skiing. I think that’s fantastic. As somebody whose child did the First Tee, I think that’s a great program as well as high school students also getting to utilize that area for golf. I do have some concerns just with native plantings and trees. I would love to have native plantings but if you come over to Nokomis everything has been taken over by cattails except for the one area there is th
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	• Chakra: I agree with the point that there are too many things that you’re trying to do in this plan. Major things that you want to take care of, I think protection of the homes, make sure that they’re not getting flooded. The second thing is honoring heritage. There aren’t many golf courses that you have an African American theme, so you should have that. And Native American cuisine in the restaurant and around it. The third piece is around the golf course itself and we should have a nine-hole with par 36
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	• Teresa: The trash. I still go back to that’s the City’s responsibility. You know you can call them and have them sweep the streets a little more often, up by the Holiday station, that’s where a lot of the trash comes from [Sean: Oh, I’ve called them]. And there should be a trap there. But I don’t know that that’s the Park Board’s responsibility. I like the native plants. The thing is if it ain’t broke don’t fix it. The golf course is resilient, you’ve seen how much water we’ve gotten, you see how resilien
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	• Sean: I assume as sort of as a given that homes should be protected and that the stormwater mitigated to capture the trash and pollution. It is the Park’s responsibility. It’s also the City’s responsibility, the trash in the lake. It’s also our responsibility and it’s the companies who sell us the crap in plastic responsibility. So number one, I don’t like the trails through habitat areas as I mentioned before. My opinion is that we use the existing infrastructure as much as possible. I think we could sav
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	• Roxanne: I think to recognize in general that change is a constant in this as the history of this land has shown and the history of the City as Joan pointed out tonight. She said that we’re going to be building all these other homes, multi-use places, change is a constant. At the end of the day this area is not going to be the same. It’s changing as we speak. So that’s important to recognize, to keep in mind. I think it’s important to protect the land, water and infrastructure at this site but also in the
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	• David: [David tried to open the public comment period, but was asked to share his opinions too.] My big concerns are around making sure that the ecology is looked at, the homes are protected, and the property continues its purpose as a FEMA-administered flood zone. It is designed to flood because it protects homes downstream. As someone who works in disaster relief that is important because people die when things flood uncontrollably so I think that’s important. The other piece is to make sure whatever we
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	4. Public Comment Period [Break in Workshop] 
	4. Public Comment Period [Break in Workshop] 


	David invited members of the audience to state, in bullet points, what they would like to see in the plan and things they do not want to see.  
	• Peter: I’m an educator. I’ve been following this a long time and have been going to meetings. Thank you all for your work and all your study. I like renovating and using the clubhouse. I was confused about all the plans and there is so much in all of them. Now I understand that winnowing that out and I really like the idea of focusing and eliminating a lot of things. I would eliminate the aqua range, the aerial golf thing, the technology golf stuff, the chemicals, the BMX pump track. I would eliminate a l
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	• Colleen: My kids learned to play golf at [inaudible] Acres Golf Course that my kinds went to in high school and played on a golf team there, and I think it should at least still be a nine-hole course. I agree that if the clubhouse were fixed up it could really be a revenue generator, a place that could be rented out. And also even more importantly the water. 
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	• [David reminded people to speak loudly, saying that most CAC members could not hear what she had said.] 
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	• Lavonne: I agree with what you two were saying. I’d like to know specifically because I don’t see it in the three pages where the dog park is. [David: In one of the concepts there’s a dog patio, and a dog park came up later in the comments. Tyler: We can add to the list.] I don’t care about the patio. We want the big space. [David: Keep in mind what’s in the plans isn’t the only things. We’re already adding Craig’s bee muffins.] 
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	• Andy: I live on 47th and 29th between the Parkway and the Creek. Like I think with everybody, take care of the water issues, protect the homes, I want the [inaudible]. The things in the plans that I liked the most, if you’re going to have golf you might as well have nine holes. I’m not a super big golfer but for most it kind of seems like a waste. It would be great to make the space feel like you can use it. I’ve lived in the neighborhood fifteen years and I feel like I can [inaudible] it. And use the bik
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	• Deann: I think this is the sixth meeting, this is the first one I’ve been to, so you guys may have answered the questions that I have. But to me just hearing this there’s, some people want eighteen holes, some people want nine holes, it sounds like the nine-hole has already been decided. What occurs to me is that maybe the issue hasn’t been properly defined. We’re talking about the water issue and people have said what’s the science behind it. I guess it begs the question for me just kind of listening to 
	• Deann: I think this is the sixth meeting, this is the first one I’ve been to, so you guys may have answered the questions that I have. But to me just hearing this there’s, some people want eighteen holes, some people want nine holes, it sounds like the nine-hole has already been decided. What occurs to me is that maybe the issue hasn’t been properly defined. We’re talking about the water issue and people have said what’s the science behind it. I guess it begs the question for me just kind of listening to 

	• Rob: I have lived in the neighborhood for twenty-eight years. I live at 47th and 17th Avenue, half a block north of the Parkway. I echo, I love the community, living in it for a number of years, and the community resources including the golf course and such. But I also echo the statements that have been made about the science behind it now. I apologize, I have not been part of this process, the journey you guys have been on. I’m not sure what you’ve gone through, but as a member of the community I don’t f
	• Rob: I have lived in the neighborhood for twenty-eight years. I live at 47th and 17th Avenue, half a block north of the Parkway. I echo, I love the community, living in it for a number of years, and the community resources including the golf course and such. But I also echo the statements that have been made about the science behind it now. I apologize, I have not been part of this process, the journey you guys have been on. I’m not sure what you’ve gone through, but as a member of the community I don’t f

	• Donna: I agree with what the people have said about how it was an 18-hole course and it went to nine. It doesn’t seem like the community input was there. This is the only golf course on the south side of the city. I agree with what people are saying that if you turn into nine holes it will eventually die and that will be [inaudible]. There’s already a lot of activities that have been mentioned over and over that are at Lake Nokomis. It’s not very far. People can go there and go around the lake, can ride t
	• Donna: I agree with what the people have said about how it was an 18-hole course and it went to nine. It doesn’t seem like the community input was there. This is the only golf course on the south side of the city. I agree with what people are saying that if you turn into nine holes it will eventually die and that will be [inaudible]. There’s already a lot of activities that have been mentioned over and over that are at Lake Nokomis. It’s not very far. People can go there and go around the lake, can ride t

	• Wayne: I’m glad that some of you said what I wanted to say. I have two boys and two girls that are grown up. Over the course of time we used every speck of that park. It’s a wonderful park. We used the tennis courts, we used the ball field, horseshoes, we biked there, we walked there, first time I used a golf course was cross-country skiing and sliding down the hill. We used to be able to rent cross-country skis there and buy hot chocolate, we could go there and slide every week. So it was great. Does any
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	• Dale: I live in Longfellow. I moved to Longfellow in 2005. I have played golf at Hiawatha since 2005. It’s a very welcoming space. Maybe it’s one of the few spaces in golf where I don’t get handed a rake before I get handed a wedge. That’s important. That’s my experience that I’m sharing with you. It’s incredibly important. It is the place where I lived the longest since 2005. My children learned to play golf at the First Tee. That’s important. I was thinking really hard about what I was going to say. I’m
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	• Teresa-CAC: David, you know you said the Park Board decided nine holes. The Park Board decided a minimum of nine holes. [David: Thank you for the clarification. They said at least nine holes. They decided there was going to be golf. So for me I’m like, there’s golf.] 
	• Teresa-CAC: David, you know you said the Park Board decided nine holes. The Park Board decided a minimum of nine holes. [David: Thank you for the clarification. They said at least nine holes. They decided there was going to be golf. So for me I’m like, there’s golf.] 

	• Dave: I have lived in south Minneapolis now for twenty years. I think the best comment tonight was the analogy about baking the cake and the frosting. I think we really do need to figure out the water issues before we do anything. Figure out the science behind the water. I mean you look around Solomon Park, Nokomis, Taft, Triangle Parks, I’ve just seen the water creep up all over the neighborhood. So we need to address those issues first before anything. Again this whole debate, I’ve been following it sin
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	• Margaret: I have lots of friends that live over on the other side of the lake and I do believe safety and your property value should be considered, the water table should be considered, the pumping should be fixed and figured out because we a hundred years ago or whatever decided to change it, but we have a lot more technology and thought and ideas on how to use it. I’m a little surprised about the nine hole. I didn’t really follow that either. I would agree with most of you. I think that having a full go
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	• Unnamed: I’ve lived in the same house my entire life and I’m not going to say how long that’s been. In that period of time, I live two blocks east of Lake Hiawatha, and I have went swimming every summer in Lake Hiawatha until about fifteen years ago when there were signs that started popping up that it wasn’t safe to go swimming in Lake Hiawatha during certain parts of the summer. But I got off the bus, I jumped in the lake to take a quick swim, go home, take a shower and it was good. I have to admit I wo
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	• Unnamed: I live on 24th Avenue half a block north of the golf course. I love walking around the lakes. I’ve only lived there three years so I don’t have this long history. But it’s been very clear to me since I moved there that the only part of the park that’s available to me is to walk on the east side of Lake Hiawatha and then all around Nokomis. It’s also been very clear to me because of the fence around the golf course that that is not for me, that is for the golfers. I’m not a golfer, and never once 
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	• John: I’ve been in the neighborhood forever, so I know the lake the last 67 years. I just wonder who dropped the ball in the City or the Park Board. All the municipalities upstream have all filed suit against the refinery for carcinogenic [inaudible] that’s created from sealcoating. And I don’t know who dropped the ball but it’s probably millions of dollars that’s going to be recovered for the communities that have stormwater run off ponds. We have the largest one at 55 acres, and we don’t seem to be addr
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	• Doug: I live on 23rd Avenue just about a half block north of the golf course. Been there for 25 years. In fact I’m in my great-grandma’s house and grandpa’s house. My great-grandma and grandpa were not golfers. My grandparents were not golfers, they actually wouldn’t cross the street for many years. My dad was not a golfer. They loved the golf course . It was something nice to walk around. I’m a little bit of a golfer, my son has now become a golfer. The golf course has been great. But the thing we have t
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	• Bob: I’ve been involved in this process since the very beginning and when this really started, it started over the amount of water being pumped on Hiawatha Golf Course. A number came up, we’ve got 292 million gallons being pumped into the lake and it turned out we were in violation of our pumping permit. And we went through this whole gyration of all these things that we thought were facts that were not necessarily facts as we found out. It really wasn’t about permits because we never filed a permit. And 
	• Bob: I’ve been involved in this process since the very beginning and when this really started, it started over the amount of water being pumped on Hiawatha Golf Course. A number came up, we’ve got 292 million gallons being pumped into the lake and it turned out we were in violation of our pumping permit. And we went through this whole gyration of all these things that we thought were facts that were not necessarily facts as we found out. It really wasn’t about permits because we never filed a permit. And 

	• Unnamed: I own a restaurant. I want to thank you for all the work. I can’t imagine [inaudible]. The 18-holers gave me a little bit of bravery to come up here. I’ve lived in the neighborhood for thirty years. My kids play at Rich Acres but they play and have played since they were seven and eight years old with my spouse and I on Hiawatha. I have been looking forward, I’m going to be retiring in the next six-eight months, I have been looking forward to spending my golf days and more out there on Hiawatha, 
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	5. Continue Workshop – CAC  
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	Following the public comment period, David said this is an opportunity for them to outline as a CAC for what they want to see in the preferred design alternative based on the comments that had been made.  
	• Teresa: I feel like we didn’t get the option of the 18 holes. [David: Let’s talk about 18 holes then. Tt’s our CAC. Let’s talk about it.] I just thought when you were doing the three, you know gave us the four-hole which was against the Park Board’s resolution. [David: I would simply point out for instruction for all of us, what we were handed were three concepts by the Board where we are in no way, shape or form bound by those concepts as long as we adhere to the charge of the CAC. So that would be my ad
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	• Anne: Just listening to everybody it seemed, there seemed to be a consensus of less is more and to simply things. That when we are looking, as someone who asked for activities for kids, a lot of people pointed out that obviously Nokomis is right next door and that we probably shouldn’t be offering things at Hiawatha that are at Nokomis and sort of looking at it as a, I mean because they are pretty much a continuous kind of park structure. Maybe the less is more is a good idea because that seemed to be an 
	• Anne: Just listening to everybody it seemed, there seemed to be a consensus of less is more and to simply things. That when we are looking, as someone who asked for activities for kids, a lot of people pointed out that obviously Nokomis is right next door and that we probably shouldn’t be offering things at Hiawatha that are at Nokomis and sort of looking at it as a, I mean because they are pretty much a continuous kind of park structure. Maybe the less is more is a good idea because that seemed to be an 

	• David: Can I just ask a question to the CAC? Because I think this is the elephant in the room and I think we need to address this, in addition to what you brought up. 
	• David: Can I just ask a question to the CAC? Because I think this is the elephant in the room and I think we need to address this, in addition to what you brought up. 

	• Sean: Can I just say something that addresses what just happened, which is I think a lot of people have the impression that there hasn’t been any study of the water. There’s been extensive study and it’s not my place to say that but I don’t want people to have false impressions and I think it’s somebody else’s place to say that, but there’s been a lot of study. 
	• Sean: Can I just say something that addresses what just happened, which is I think a lot of people have the impression that there hasn’t been any study of the water. There’s been extensive study and it’s not my place to say that but I don’t want people to have false impressions and I think it’s somebody else’s place to say that, but there’s been a lot of study. 

	• Kathryn: Can I say one thing about that? We’ve had extensive discussions with the DNR about this. One, the original premise of the golf course filing its pumping permits, they have stated was false because they never violated their original pumping permits, which were irrigation permits. All they came up with now is they needed a dewatering permit. The other thing is I’ve talked to the DNR hydrologist twice and he has stated that the current plan as it was portrayed in 2017 by the Park Board, which pumps 
	• Kathryn: Can I say one thing about that? We’ve had extensive discussions with the DNR about this. One, the original premise of the golf course filing its pumping permits, they have stated was false because they never violated their original pumping permits, which were irrigation permits. All they came up with now is they needed a dewatering permit. The other thing is I’ve talked to the DNR hydrologist twice and he has stated that the current plan as it was portrayed in 2017 by the Park Board, which pumps 

	• Sean: And a reduced pumping scenario. 
	• Sean: And a reduced pumping scenario. 

	• David: Yes. And send it back to them and say, hey, we want 18 holes and we want the reduced pumping. Figure it out. I don’t know if it’s possible or not but do we want to ask that question? That’s my question to you guys? 
	• David: Yes. And send it back to them and say, hey, we want 18 holes and we want the reduced pumping. Figure it out. I don’t know if it’s possible or not but do we want to ask that question? That’s my question to you guys? 

	• Nathan: That seems like the same question we already asked and the Park Board said no, we should reduce pumping. That’s all the way back to where we started from. [inaudible; multiple voices] 
	• Nathan: That seems like the same question we already asked and the Park Board said no, we should reduce pumping. That’s all the way back to where we started from. [inaudible; multiple voices] 

	• Kathryn: If the homes are at risk, then we need to start over or we need to look at alternatives that make sure they’re safe. 
	• Kathryn: If the homes are at risk, then we need to start over or we need to look at alternatives that make sure they’re safe. 

	• Nathan: To my mind the point of this process is if the Park Board decides in their infinite wisdom, whatever the source of that is, that that’s what they want to do and this is how much water they want to pump, this is the land that we have to work with, the question as I see it is, what does this group want to do with what’s there. It doesn’t seem to me, and I think I asked this question at one point, is it possible to have 18 holes and the reduced pumping scenario. [two CAC members: Yes] And the answer 
	• Nathan: To my mind the point of this process is if the Park Board decides in their infinite wisdom, whatever the source of that is, that that’s what they want to do and this is how much water they want to pump, this is the land that we have to work with, the question as I see it is, what does this group want to do with what’s there. It doesn’t seem to me, and I think I asked this question at one point, is it possible to have 18 holes and the reduced pumping scenario. [two CAC members: Yes] And the answer 

	• Sean: The other thing is that while we’re having this discussion which we’re going on five years, okay, and it’s been grueling, but the pollution is coming in the pipe into the lake and I started this process because I wanted us to do something about that pollution and yet we delay, we delay, we delay, and we want more studies, we want more studies, we want more studies. Let’s move forward. If nothing else maybe we can just decide that let’s prioritize taking care of the pollution and we can continue the 
	• Sean: The other thing is that while we’re having this discussion which we’re going on five years, okay, and it’s been grueling, but the pollution is coming in the pipe into the lake and I started this process because I wanted us to do something about that pollution and yet we delay, we delay, we delay, and we want more studies, we want more studies, we want more studies. Let’s move forward. If nothing else maybe we can just decide that let’s prioritize taking care of the pollution and we can continue the 

	• David: Does the CAC agree that needs to be in our preferred design alternative? The pollution mitigation piece? [yes] Okay.  
	• David: Does the CAC agree that needs to be in our preferred design alternative? The pollution mitigation piece? [yes] Okay.  

	• Teresa: And I think the City could own a piece of that. That’s what I think. And I think that out to be part of the plan. • Joan: I’m just referring back to the Minneapolis water resource, and it says, it talks about Lake Hiawatha having an appearance of a lake is actually a widen a section of Minnehaha Creek consisting of a basin north of the main channel of the creek. As such the water quality in the lake is greatly dependent on the large inflow from Minnehaha Creek. So that says to me that we have very
	• Teresa: And I think the City could own a piece of that. That’s what I think. And I think that out to be part of the plan. • Joan: I’m just referring back to the Minneapolis water resource, and it says, it talks about Lake Hiawatha having an appearance of a lake is actually a widen a section of Minnehaha Creek consisting of a basin north of the main channel of the creek. As such the water quality in the lake is greatly dependent on the large inflow from Minnehaha Creek. So that says to me that we have very

	• David: Just remember, what we want to try to get to here are things that we want in the design outline so we want to wherever possible identify pieces we want to put on this list other than just debating what we’ve been debating. I’m just going to throw that out for everyone, including myself. 
	• David: Just remember, what we want to try to get to here are things that we want in the design outline so we want to wherever possible identify pieces we want to put on this list other than just debating what we’ve been debating. I’m just going to throw that out for everyone, including myself. 

	• Sean: I would add wildlife protection in there. 
	• Sean: I would add wildlife protection in there. 

	• Matt: I think it’s revealing, I do appreciate everyone’s input and it’s very good to hear from the public, too. The one thing that you hear is that there’s a consensus that we have a water problem but a lot of people feel like there’s not a clear actual science between, from what they’ve been presented. I don’t know if that’s a problem in what they’ve been presented. If the information is there and it’s just not been presented clearly by the Park Board, or if that information we still need to get. In lieu
	• Matt: I think it’s revealing, I do appreciate everyone’s input and it’s very good to hear from the public, too. The one thing that you hear is that there’s a consensus that we have a water problem but a lot of people feel like there’s not a clear actual science between, from what they’ve been presented. I don’t know if that’s a problem in what they’ve been presented. If the information is there and it’s just not been presented clearly by the Park Board, or if that information we still need to get. In lieu

	• David: Is that something folks generally agree with on the CAC? Is that something we can add to our list? 
	• David: Is that something folks generally agree with on the CAC? Is that something we can add to our list? 

	• Teresa: All of that, or pieces of it? [David: You tell me. I’m just asking questions here.] Accessibility, I vote yes. So I’d like to see the fence taken down. 
	• Teresa: All of that, or pieces of it? [David: You tell me. I’m just asking questions here.] Accessibility, I vote yes. So I’d like to see the fence taken down. 

	• Kathryn: Because I’ve been around it since 1955 and the course actually used to be more accessible than it is now. When I was a kid there were open gates. There was no gate there, it was an opening in the fence on several sides of the course. And actually the people on 43rd Street, they closed up this one section and they’d come and cut it within a week. So people used to be able to go into the course during the summer. And I think that may be why nobody said that back then. Because we used to actually ta
	• Kathryn: Because I’ve been around it since 1955 and the course actually used to be more accessible than it is now. When I was a kid there were open gates. There was no gate there, it was an opening in the fence on several sides of the course. And actually the people on 43rd Street, they closed up this one section and they’d come and cut it within a week. So people used to be able to go into the course during the summer. And I think that may be why nobody said that back then. Because we used to actually ta

	• Matt: It was accessibility, some kind of a revised clubhouse with expanded opportunities… 
	• Matt: It was accessibility, some kind of a revised clubhouse with expanded opportunities… 

	• David: Is that something we have agreement on? [Yes] Okay. 
	• David: Is that something we have agreement on? [Yes] Okay. 

	• Matt: And then what I meant by diversification of experiences, that doesn’t exclude an 18-hole golf course. That means that we can be creative about how we use the space. And I think primarily what we heard from was frankly that the second half of the season that we have here in Minnesota and being more creative about our winter opportunities. And when folks say yeah, there’s cross-country skiing there right now, yes, if you have a backyard or if you bring your own skis there, but being more creative abou
	• Matt: And then what I meant by diversification of experiences, that doesn’t exclude an 18-hole golf course. That means that we can be creative about how we use the space. And I think primarily what we heard from was frankly that the second half of the season that we have here in Minnesota and being more creative about our winter opportunities. And when folks say yeah, there’s cross-country skiing there right now, yes, if you have a backyard or if you bring your own skis there, but being more creative abou

	• Teresa: You could put a disk golf course in that could be used in the wintertime. Some of the other golf courses have winter-only disk golf. 
	• Teresa: You could put a disk golf course in that could be used in the wintertime. Some of the other golf courses have winter-only disk golf. 

	• David: I have Roxanne and Craig, or do you want to jump in on this particular… 
	• David: I have Roxanne and Craig, or do you want to jump in on this particular… 

	• Craig: Only because you mentioned the winter stuff and I think that expanding clubhouse and the winter stuff could go hand in hand because yes, they’re rentals, but also I think if you have something going on there in the winter like food and fancy beer and stuff you would have somebody working there to rent the skis during the weekdays. 
	• Craig: Only because you mentioned the winter stuff and I think that expanding clubhouse and the winter stuff could go hand in hand because yes, they’re rentals, but also I think if you have something going on there in the winter like food and fancy beer and stuff you would have somebody working there to rent the skis during the weekdays. 

	• Matt: David, can I just clarify too? [David: Yes, please.] I’m trying, when we say out of the box crazy ideas, to me crazy isn’t having some smaller scale version of a Sea Salt type atmosphere where you have a clubhouse that is also a golf clubhouse but a restaurant-type atmosphere with a patio where people are welcome and accessibility points where you don’t just enter from one side but through the entire scope of the park. And that brings people that aren’t just golfers to this space as well. 
	• Matt: David, can I just clarify too? [David: Yes, please.] I’m trying, when we say out of the box crazy ideas, to me crazy isn’t having some smaller scale version of a Sea Salt type atmosphere where you have a clubhouse that is also a golf clubhouse but a restaurant-type atmosphere with a patio where people are welcome and accessibility points where you don’t just enter from one side but through the entire scope of the park. And that brings people that aren’t just golfers to this space as well. 

	• Roxanne: I just want to bring up the point about costs. Several people on the CAC as well as in the public at large have talked about tax dollars, the cost, how are we going to pay for changing the golf course from what it is to something else, whether it’s one of these concepts, some combination or something that’s not even drawn up yet. And I think it’s really important that when we look at cost we don’t look at it just as the renovation cost, we look at the maintenance cost so when, there have been man
	• Roxanne: I just want to bring up the point about costs. Several people on the CAC as well as in the public at large have talked about tax dollars, the cost, how are we going to pay for changing the golf course from what it is to something else, whether it’s one of these concepts, some combination or something that’s not even drawn up yet. And I think it’s really important that when we look at cost we don’t look at it just as the renovation cost, we look at the maintenance cost so when, there have been man

	• Anne: Just to sort of steal something you said to possible throw up there. I think there was a lot of comments about either self-maintaining or easily maintained designs. Nothing that would require daily or even weekly maintenance. Something that would be even self-maintaining if possible. • David: Is that a consensus of the CAC? [Yes] [No] 
	• Anne: Just to sort of steal something you said to possible throw up there. I think there was a lot of comments about either self-maintaining or easily maintained designs. Nothing that would require daily or even weekly maintenance. Something that would be even self-maintaining if possible. • David: Is that a consensus of the CAC? [Yes] [No] 

	• Craig: One of the thing that I see at the golf course now is that they’re maintaining parts that probably they could just let be wet. They could just let that part be a raingarden but they mow it every day. 
	• Craig: One of the thing that I see at the golf course now is that they’re maintaining parts that probably they could just let be wet. They could just let that part be a raingarden but they mow it every day. 

	• Sean: More naturalization. Could we agree on that? 
	• Sean: More naturalization. Could we agree on that? 

	• David: Hold one. Sheila had one… 
	• David: Hold one. Sheila had one… 

	• Sheila: I’m nervous about self-maintaining because I look at all the dead trees and a lot of the self-maintained land and you maintain a ballpark, you maintain a soccer field, I think there’s a mix. I think we’ve got two different things here. We’ve got an issue of we want natural spaces that are self-maintaining but that’s not recreation space. So I would put a vote in for we do need maintained recreation space. We can’t just let it all go to dead tree because that’s, and just to layer on that there’s a 
	• Sheila: I’m nervous about self-maintaining because I look at all the dead trees and a lot of the self-maintained land and you maintain a ballpark, you maintain a soccer field, I think there’s a mix. I think we’ve got two different things here. We’ve got an issue of we want natural spaces that are self-maintaining but that’s not recreation space. So I would put a vote in for we do need maintained recreation space. We can’t just let it all go to dead tree because that’s, and just to layer on that there’s a 

	• Sean: I don’t think anybody is asking for it all to become habitat. Dead trees are very useful as nesting places and so they have a value in a natural space. Let’s have natural space and let’s have recreation space. [Sheila: Yes, I think it’s a balance.] Let’s create the balance. Same thing with the accessibility. So let’s provide public access to the space where it hasn’t been but let’s also protect the habitat that’s there and the wildlife residents that live there now. Can we agree on that? [Yes] 
	• Sean: I don’t think anybody is asking for it all to become habitat. Dead trees are very useful as nesting places and so they have a value in a natural space. Let’s have natural space and let’s have recreation space. [Sheila: Yes, I think it’s a balance.] Let’s create the balance. Same thing with the accessibility. So let’s provide public access to the space where it hasn’t been but let’s also protect the habitat that’s there and the wildlife residents that live there now. Can we agree on that? [Yes] 

	• Sheila: Can I also just say one thing. On behalf of the fence it’s called lawsuits. You can’t walk in an area where people are hitting golf balls. It’s very dangerous. So if we do something around that type of opening up, I don’t want you to have to present this, Tyler, and have the Park Board laugh at us and say, well of course we can’t have people walking on the driving range. But there’s a balance there too. [Tyler: Could we say strategically remove fence?] Yes. 
	• Sheila: Can I also just say one thing. On behalf of the fence it’s called lawsuits. You can’t walk in an area where people are hitting golf balls. It’s very dangerous. So if we do something around that type of opening up, I don’t want you to have to present this, Tyler, and have the Park Board laugh at us and say, well of course we can’t have people walking on the driving range. But there’s a balance there too. [Tyler: Could we say strategically remove fence?] Yes. 

	• Craig: I was in Saint Paul a few weeks ago, because their range opened before ours, and I don’t believe they have a fence around Highland Golf Course, at least not around all of it. 
	• Craig: I was in Saint Paul a few weeks ago, because their range opened before ours, and I don’t believe they have a fence around Highland Golf Course, at least not around all of it. 

	• Several Voices: No.  
	• Several Voices: No.  

	• Kathryn: Nor around Phalen.  
	• Kathryn: Nor around Phalen.  

	• Craig: And I’m not sure if there’s one all around Gross. I think right along the road there’s one.  
	• Craig: And I’m not sure if there’s one all around Gross. I think right along the road there’s one.  

	• Tyler: Gross and Columbia and Wirth don’t have much.  
	• Tyler: Gross and Columbia and Wirth don’t have much.  

	• Sheila: The friendly amendment is strategic. I like that.  
	• Sheila: The friendly amendment is strategic. I like that.  

	• David: Do we have consensus around a good balance which will be maintained in natural space in the area? [Yes] 
	• David: Do we have consensus around a good balance which will be maintained in natural space in the area? [Yes] 

	• Roxanne: May I comment on this? Whether it is more of a cultivated landscape like a mowed area or if it’s natural native plants, maintenance is required. The point I was trying to make is we should look at the costs associated with each of those areas and make decisions about where do we want to put our money. And part of that, too, is re-using what we can in terms of infrastructure where possible. But we need a cost analysis in relationship to the maintenance of all of it, because all of it requires some
	• Roxanne: May I comment on this? Whether it is more of a cultivated landscape like a mowed area or if it’s natural native plants, maintenance is required. The point I was trying to make is we should look at the costs associated with each of those areas and make decisions about where do we want to put our money. And part of that, too, is re-using what we can in terms of infrastructure where possible. But we need a cost analysis in relationship to the maintenance of all of it, because all of it requires some

	• Sean: For example, like a natural delta system maintains itself. 
	• Sean: For example, like a natural delta system maintains itself. 

	• David: What else do we want in this preferred design alternative? I heard a few folks in the CAC, a few folks in the public, say less is more. Do we want a plan with less? Not as many bells and whistles as what we’re seeing up there. [Yes] 
	• David: What else do we want in this preferred design alternative? I heard a few folks in the CAC, a few folks in the public, say less is more. Do we want a plan with less? Not as many bells and whistles as what we’re seeing up there. [Yes] 

	• Chakra: We should actually so that, assuming it’s sustainable, otherwise it will cost more to maintain it. So we should make sure that the costs to run it are really low. [Agree] 
	• Chakra: We should actually so that, assuming it’s sustainable, otherwise it will cost more to maintain it. So we should make sure that the costs to run it are really low. [Agree] 

	• Joan: You were talking about the children and I think a lady back there was talking about how people come to the east side. So is that still part of this or is it part of the Hiawatha…? 
	• Joan: You were talking about the children and I think a lady back there was talking about how people come to the east side. So is that still part of this or is it part of the Hiawatha…? 

	• David: The east side of the park, correct me if I’m wrong, but the Hiawatha-Nokomis Master Plan that was passed by a different CAC, and I know there is a plan in place for that, that’s outside our purview. 
	• David: The east side of the park, correct me if I’m wrong, but the Hiawatha-Nokomis Master Plan that was passed by a different CAC, and I know there is a plan in place for that, that’s outside our purview. 

	• Joan: Okay. So then the west green space area there is that beneficial to have a play area there for the neighbors on that side for children?  
	• Joan: Okay. So then the west green space area there is that beneficial to have a play area there for the neighbors on that side for children?  

	• David: I would argue yes because if we use that area up on 43rd where the kids do lemonade stands and stuff like that to preserve the green space by you would be…if they do end up bringing in that pipe it takes out that area on 43rd so protecting that area by you would be really important I think for the families in the neighborhood. 
	• David: I would argue yes because if we use that area up on 43rd where the kids do lemonade stands and stuff like that to preserve the green space by you would be…if they do end up bringing in that pipe it takes out that area on 43rd so protecting that area by you would be really important I think for the families in the neighborhood. 

	• Teresa: The other thing that I would see in my corner is, there’s sort of a bike path and walkway that little kids ride bikes on, and then they come down to our corner and there’s no good place but a lot of people cut through that green space and there’s no reason why a bike path couldn’t go through there. 
	• Teresa: The other thing that I would see in my corner is, there’s sort of a bike path and walkway that little kids ride bikes on, and then they come down to our corner and there’s no good place but a lot of people cut through that green space and there’s no reason why a bike path couldn’t go through there. 

	• David: If I remember correctly that’s actually in the Nokomis-Hiawatha Master Plan was to create a paved path on that side of the property going all the way around to hookup. 
	• David: If I remember correctly that’s actually in the Nokomis-Hiawatha Master Plan was to create a paved path on that side of the property going all the way around to hookup. 

	• Teresa: This is for the Hiawatha plan. 
	• Teresa: This is for the Hiawatha plan. 

	• David: I know. It’s where I think the two kind of, I remember from that one it was in there. 
	• David: I know. It’s where I think the two kind of, I remember from that one it was in there. 

	• Teresa: I think that would be useful because there is a path there. 
	• Teresa: I think that would be useful because there is a path there. 

	• Sean: So like a path around the perimeter and of the corner. 
	• Sean: So like a path around the perimeter and of the corner. 

	• David: Yes, so you don’t have to cross the street. Although I like doing that because my dog stops at your dog bowl. 
	• David: Yes, so you don’t have to cross the street. Although I like doing that because my dog stops at your dog bowl. 

	• Nathan: I want to push back on that. I feel like I heard a lot of people say that they wanted to be able to bike and walk all the way around the lake. I’m not sure that putting a path along the street as a sidewalk really satisfies that. 
	• Nathan: I want to push back on that. I feel like I heard a lot of people say that they wanted to be able to bike and walk all the way around the lake. I’m not sure that putting a path along the street as a sidewalk really satisfies that. 

	• Teresa: I’m saying if you take the fence down there’s room for a bike path on the outside of the golf course. • Nathan: Yeah, and I think that’s unfortunately oppositional to what you’re saying which is to retain that space as a natural habitat on the berm area and I don’t now how you resolved those. 
	• Teresa: I’m saying if you take the fence down there’s room for a bike path on the outside of the golf course. • Nathan: Yeah, and I think that’s unfortunately oppositional to what you’re saying which is to retain that space as a natural habitat on the berm area and I don’t now how you resolved those. 

	• David: She’s talking about the far outside, so going down to Longfellow. 
	• David: She’s talking about the far outside, so going down to Longfellow. 

	• Matt: No, I understand. I’m saying along the way. 
	• Matt: No, I understand. I’m saying along the way. 

	• Sean: But there can be a way that the path could bypass key habitat areas and maybe it might be useful to designate some areas that are like natural areas that are allowed to be reclaimed by nature and areas that are for humans to pass through. And those can be accommodated with the golf course plan and so that you can also create a path and then create a new nature area and then you can create new habitats for people to experience and that’s not so hard to do.  
	• Sean: But there can be a way that the path could bypass key habitat areas and maybe it might be useful to designate some areas that are like natural areas that are allowed to be reclaimed by nature and areas that are for humans to pass through. And those can be accommodated with the golf course plan and so that you can also create a path and then create a new nature area and then you can create new habitats for people to experience and that’s not so hard to do.  

	• Nathan: I’m not saying we shouldn’t have a bike path there. I’m saying I don’t want it to be just a bike path or a sidewalk there as opposed to be closer to the lake. I like the idea of having one along the outside. I just don’t want it to be instead of something. 
	• Nathan: I’m not saying we shouldn’t have a bike path there. I’m saying I don’t want it to be just a bike path or a sidewalk there as opposed to be closer to the lake. I like the idea of having one along the outside. I just don’t want it to be instead of something. 

	• David: I just want to, let me say this one more time. There actually already is a plan to put a bike path along the entire exterior. It’s in the Nokomis-Hiawatha Master Plan, so that’s in different Master Plan already so it’s already supposedly planned assuming that that plan actually… 
	• David: I just want to, let me say this one more time. There actually already is a plan to put a bike path along the entire exterior. It’s in the Nokomis-Hiawatha Master Plan, so that’s in different Master Plan already so it’s already supposedly planned assuming that that plan actually… 

	• Sheila: So we echo that. Can’t we just put that on there? 
	• Sheila: So we echo that. Can’t we just put that on there? 

	• David: We can if we want, but I do wonder if a question that you’re kind of have gone through, we need to have a conversation on a path around the entire lake because that’s not something we’ve talked about yet. 
	• David: We can if we want, but I do wonder if a question that you’re kind of have gone through, we need to have a conversation on a path around the entire lake because that’s not something we’ve talked about yet. 

	• Roxanne: Can we simply say access, distinction, differentiation? Because we talked, there’s been conversation about pedestrian, bikes, access to nature, access to golf. Looking at the breadth of it. That has all come up tonight. 
	• Roxanne: Can we simply say access, distinction, differentiation? Because we talked, there’s been conversation about pedestrian, bikes, access to nature, access to golf. Looking at the breadth of it. That has all come up tonight. 

	• David: I’m open to whatever you guys want to bring us. 
	• David: I’m open to whatever you guys want to bring us. 

	• Craig: I guess I don’t understand why we need a paved path around it. I mean honestly, I think that’s, I don’t understand why we need so much pavement everywhere. There are other lakes you can ride your bike around. I think it would be great if people could walk around the lake, a more natural space. I think there are a lot of places in this city where you can ride a bike on a path. And I know a lot of people love to do that, including me, I rode my bike here tonight. But it would be nice to have one spac
	• Craig: I guess I don’t understand why we need a paved path around it. I mean honestly, I think that’s, I don’t understand why we need so much pavement everywhere. There are other lakes you can ride your bike around. I think it would be great if people could walk around the lake, a more natural space. I think there are a lot of places in this city where you can ride a bike on a path. And I know a lot of people love to do that, including me, I rode my bike here tonight. But it would be nice to have one spac

	• David: Do we want to start with that then? Is there consensus at minimum to have some sort of walking path around the lake provided it’s done in a safe manner. 
	• David: Do we want to start with that then? Is there consensus at minimum to have some sort of walking path around the lake provided it’s done in a safe manner. 

	• Sean: That depends on what that means. 
	• Sean: That depends on what that means. 

	• Roxanne: I would say pathway differentiation. I mean I think we have to look at access in its broadest sense. Are we accessing the lake? Are we accessing wildlife? Are we accessing golf? What are we accessing? What does that look like? Are we accessing it by bike, by foot, by skis? Pathway differentiation. 
	• Roxanne: I would say pathway differentiation. I mean I think we have to look at access in its broadest sense. Are we accessing the lake? Are we accessing wildlife? Are we accessing golf? What are we accessing? What does that look like? Are we accessing it by bike, by foot, by skis? Pathway differentiation. 

	• Chakra: Maybe pick a couple of options and say one for golfers and one for pedestrians and just go with it, because otherwise we cannot fit everybody, bikers and others. And it’ll add it to the cost. 
	• Chakra: Maybe pick a couple of options and say one for golfers and one for pedestrians and just go with it, because otherwise we cannot fit everybody, bikers and others. And it’ll add it to the cost. 

	• Sean: In my drawing I have a loop that comes in on the south side, goes over the Creek, and then up the bridge and back up the hill. It doesn’t cut through the owl forest. And then there’s another access point from the south where you can come along the south shore of the lake. But to have a path on the lake all the way around it I think is too disruptive in my opinion. Can we agree on that?  • David: My sense, if I this correct, the CAC is not interested in a path around the lake. 
	• Sean: In my drawing I have a loop that comes in on the south side, goes over the Creek, and then up the bridge and back up the hill. It doesn’t cut through the owl forest. And then there’s another access point from the south where you can come along the south shore of the lake. But to have a path on the lake all the way around it I think is too disruptive in my opinion. Can we agree on that?  • David: My sense, if I this correct, the CAC is not interested in a path around the lake. 

	• Sean: Immediately next to the lake. 
	• Sean: Immediately next to the lake. 

	• Sheila: Adjacent to the lake. 
	• Sheila: Adjacent to the lake. 

	• David: There is not consensus on that, I should say. 
	• David: There is not consensus on that, I should say. 

	• Sheila: I have an amendment to that. 
	• Sheila: I have an amendment to that. 

	• Nathan: I don’t think there’s consensus about a path around the lake. 
	• Nathan: I don’t think there’s consensus about a path around the lake. 

	• Tyler: I’m just going to type something, and then we can add to it, just so we can kind of spitball.  
	• Tyler: I’m just going to type something, and then we can add to it, just so we can kind of spitball.  

	• Craig: Like I said, I think that wildlife would be better with walkers than bikers, but I’ve heard a lot of people say they want a walkway. 
	• Craig: Like I said, I think that wildlife would be better with walkers than bikers, but I’ve heard a lot of people say they want a walkway. 

	• Sean: I know, a lot of people do. I think there’s a way to do it without having to be right on the lake all the time, all the way around. So you all know this but there’s a lot of wildlife that live there, very biodiverse. You can see things that you won’t see anywhere else in the city. And if you do that you won’t have that. 
	• Sean: I know, a lot of people do. I think there’s a way to do it without having to be right on the lake all the time, all the way around. So you all know this but there’s a lot of wildlife that live there, very biodiverse. You can see things that you won’t see anywhere else in the city. And if you do that you won’t have that. 

	• David: What about what Tyler wrote? [Projected on screen.] Is this sort of what you were thinking? [Sheila: yeah, that’s what I was going for.] 
	• David: What about what Tyler wrote? [Projected on screen.] Is this sort of what you were thinking? [Sheila: yeah, that’s what I was going for.] 

	• Sean: Not necessarily asphalt. 
	• Sean: Not necessarily asphalt. 

	• Craig: Maybe asphalt is important for [integrity of, access, universal access] not as access but like so it doesn’t wash away. 
	• Craig: Maybe asphalt is important for [integrity of, access, universal access] not as access but like so it doesn’t wash away. 

	• Kathryn: It needs to be put in safely, because if there’s any golf around it there’s got to be concern about safety. 
	• Kathryn: It needs to be put in safely, because if there’s any golf around it there’s got to be concern about safety. 

	• Teresa: It could be an impervious surface. Did they do that in that park downtown by the Vikings stadium? 
	• Teresa: It could be an impervious surface. Did they do that in that park downtown by the Vikings stadium? 

	• David: We’re already three minutes over, so I apologize. Are there other items that folks want to have in this that they want to, yes… 
	• David: We’re already three minutes over, so I apologize. Are there other items that folks want to have in this that they want to, yes… 

	• Matt: I think we could ask for more imaginative and purposeful display of history and local artists and art, interactive art.  
	• Matt: I think we could ask for more imaginative and purposeful display of history and local artists and art, interactive art.  

	• Craig: Yeah, is that everywhere?  
	• Craig: Yeah, is that everywhere?  

	• Matt: I think we should be more open for the Park Board to decide and I think we should leave it open for other community members to give input, but I think everyone here has mentioned the importance of the history of this course and I’ve played it and I know about that history, but I don’t see it visually displayed many places and I think we could do a better job, be more purposeful in that, and I think we should be including more art in this general site from local artists and potentially the schools.  
	• Matt: I think we should be more open for the Park Board to decide and I think we should leave it open for other community members to give input, but I think everyone here has mentioned the importance of the history of this course and I’ve played it and I know about that history, but I don’t see it visually displayed many places and I think we could do a better job, be more purposeful in that, and I think we should be including more art in this general site from local artists and potentially the schools.  

	• Craig: I think that’s awesome. My mind isn’t picturing what it would look like right now. 
	• Craig: I think that’s awesome. My mind isn’t picturing what it would look like right now. 

	• Sean: I would support the public art and the history, but let’s also include indigenous history.  
	• Sean: I would support the public art and the history, but let’s also include indigenous history.  

	• Chakra: I think we should do more of it but its already a part of the items we can add to the plan. 
	• Chakra: I think we should do more of it but its already a part of the items we can add to the plan. 

	• Sean: History. But I think we should also include indigenous history. 
	• Sean: History. But I think we should also include indigenous history. 

	• Tyler: Could we keep it just how it is there, more purposeful interpretation? We don’t have to figure out exactly how we interpret things, whether it’s this or that or that, but just saying that we want to have more purposeful interpretation is very good direction for the Park Board who will then develop that over time. [History or interpretation?] History or culture, I can put in that. • Sean: Can we say indigenous and African American? 
	• Tyler: Could we keep it just how it is there, more purposeful interpretation? We don’t have to figure out exactly how we interpret things, whether it’s this or that or that, but just saying that we want to have more purposeful interpretation is very good direction for the Park Board who will then develop that over time. [History or interpretation?] History or culture, I can put in that. • Sean: Can we say indigenous and African American? 

	• David: Do we want to limit it? 
	• David: Do we want to limit it? 

	• Craig: I don’t think we should limit it.  
	• Craig: I don’t think we should limit it.  

	• Sean: I mean just because those are the things that have been not… 
	• Sean: I mean just because those are the things that have been not… 

	• Craig: Well yes, but there are other groups that play there. 
	• Craig: Well yes, but there are other groups that play there. 

	• Kathryn: I think if you don’t put it in there it might not happen. So it probably should be in there. 
	• Kathryn: I think if you don’t put it in there it might not happen. So it probably should be in there. 

	• David: Okay, are there any other items that we want to have in the preferred design alternative outlined for Tyler to hand to the consultants for them to come up with something they can bring back to us? 
	• David: Okay, are there any other items that we want to have in the preferred design alternative outlined for Tyler to hand to the consultants for them to come up with something they can bring back to us? 

	• Teresa: I want to see an 18-hole plan with reduced pumping. 
	• Teresa: I want to see an 18-hole plan with reduced pumping. 

	• David: We have no control over the reduced pumping. We can’t ask them to do that. 
	• David: We have no control over the reduced pumping. We can’t ask them to do that. 

	• Sheila: Can you just say 18 holes? I mean if that’s, we get a lot of feedback about 18 holes. And if we link it to reduce pumping that feels out of bounds, but if say just could we see an 18-hole course there? 
	• Sheila: Can you just say 18 holes? I mean if that’s, we get a lot of feedback about 18 holes. And if we link it to reduce pumping that feels out of bounds, but if say just could we see an 18-hole course there? 

	• David: We can certainly ask and see if they can come back with an 18-hole. I would say there’s a low likelihood that they’re going to be able to do it given the pumping. 
	• David: We can certainly ask and see if they can come back with an 18-hole. I would say there’s a low likelihood that they’re going to be able to do it given the pumping. 

	• Tyler: I just want to explain the Board action just a little bit further here because I think it may help. So they told us to prepare a flood resilient and sustainable minimum nine holes, so that means that at least nine holes need to be flood resilient and sustainable? 
	• Tyler: I just want to explain the Board action just a little bit further here because I think it may help. So they told us to prepare a flood resilient and sustainable minimum nine holes, so that means that at least nine holes need to be flood resilient and sustainable? 

	• Craig: Well we have that now. 
	• Craig: Well we have that now. 

	• Tyler: But what about ten years from now? The Master Plan is ten, twenty years, so we really have to think into the future. 
	• Tyler: But what about ten years from now? The Master Plan is ten, twenty years, so we really have to think into the future. 

	• Sheila: But here’s the thing? What if nine of those holes are just designed to flood when it’s high water, and when it’s dry, I mean that’s what we do now. If the course is dry enough. 
	• Sheila: But here’s the thing? What if nine of those holes are just designed to flood when it’s high water, and when it’s dry, I mean that’s what we do now. If the course is dry enough. 

	• Sean: I think it would be under water right now, though, right? 
	• Sean: I think it would be under water right now, though, right? 

	• Craig: … have to reduce the pumping on it… [inaudible; multiple voices] 
	• Craig: … have to reduce the pumping on it… [inaudible; multiple voices] 

	• Teresa: … resilient golf course is as resilient entity as you’re going to get in that space right now. 
	• Teresa: … resilient golf course is as resilient entity as you’re going to get in that space right now. 

	• David: I would just point out, so my question earlier was one of do we want to ask. Now, that said, my interpretation, what I’m seeing is there’s no way to have probably 18 holes if the Park Board moves forward with their plan around reduced pumping because even those lower ones are going to be under water all the time. So we can ask. I’m not very hopeful. 
	• David: I would just point out, so my question earlier was one of do we want to ask. Now, that said, my interpretation, what I’m seeing is there’s no way to have probably 18 holes if the Park Board moves forward with their plan around reduced pumping because even those lower ones are going to be under water all the time. So we can ask. I’m not very hopeful. 

	• Teresa: We talked to enough engineers and including the DNR people. There are alternatives that you can reduce the pumping and keep the 18 holes. 
	• Teresa: We talked to enough engineers and including the DNR people. There are alternatives that you can reduce the pumping and keep the 18 holes. 

	• Sheila: I think the people I represent and the people I’ve gotten feedback from would appreciate at least the consideration of 18 holes. And if it’s a no, it’s a no, but if we don’t put it on there and they say oh, Sheila, why didn’t you bring this up? You’ve heard from people for years about 18 holes. At least keep it in the conversation. Who knows? 
	• Sheila: I think the people I represent and the people I’ve gotten feedback from would appreciate at least the consideration of 18 holes. And if it’s a no, it’s a no, but if we don’t put it on there and they say oh, Sheila, why didn’t you bring this up? You’ve heard from people for years about 18 holes. At least keep it in the conversation. Who knows? 

	• Sean: Did we ask that before? 
	• Sean: Did we ask that before? 

	• Sheila: No. 
	• Sheila: No. 

	• David: No, what we asked was whether or not we could consider plans other than the alternative (b) pumping plan, I believe. 
	• David: No, what we asked was whether or not we could consider plans other than the alternative (b) pumping plan, I believe. 

	• Sheila: It was linked forever with the reduced pumping. I’m saying break it away from the pumping and just put it on the table. • Anne: Just put we want 18 holes. If they can’t give us 18 holes then they won’t give us 18 holes. 
	• Sheila: It was linked forever with the reduced pumping. I’m saying break it away from the pumping and just put it on the table. • Anne: Just put we want 18 holes. If they can’t give us 18 holes then they won’t give us 18 holes. 

	• Teresa: The only reason that there’s reduced pumping… [Sheila: But let’s not go there…] is because of a misunderstanding… 
	• Teresa: The only reason that there’s reduced pumping… [Sheila: But let’s not go there…] is because of a misunderstanding… 

	• Sheila: That’s irrelevant at this point. I think this is something that the community keeps asking for. I feel I would be remiss by not at least stating if you’re giving me an alternative design I feel like I represent 18 holes as a voice of not just myself but a lot of people that have been coming to these meetings and are engaged in this process. 
	• Sheila: That’s irrelevant at this point. I think this is something that the community keeps asking for. I feel I would be remiss by not at least stating if you’re giving me an alternative design I feel like I represent 18 holes as a voice of not just myself but a lot of people that have been coming to these meetings and are engaged in this process. 

	• David: Would it work if we phrased it as if possible an 18 hole, a preference for an 18 hole golf course? 
	• David: Would it work if we phrased it as if possible an 18 hole, a preference for an 18 hole golf course? 

	• Sheila: Yes. 
	• Sheila: Yes. 

	• Kathryn: Preference for 18 hole golf course sounds good to me. 
	• Kathryn: Preference for 18 hole golf course sounds good to me. 

	• Craig: It doesn’t have to look exactly like it does now. 
	• Craig: It doesn’t have to look exactly like it does now. 

	• David: If possible, a strong preference for an 18-hole golf course. And then that allows the engineers and folks to go back and say okay, is it possible. And it might not be. They might come back and say… 
	• David: If possible, a strong preference for an 18-hole golf course. And then that allows the engineers and folks to go back and say okay, is it possible. And it might not be. They might come back and say… 

	• Sean: They already did that, though. And more delays. No thank you.  
	• Sean: They already did that, though. And more delays. No thank you.  

	• Teresa: Sean, I will come and help you put that screen up on that north pipe and you and I can go to jail together. I don’t care. I will help you. 
	• Teresa: Sean, I will come and help you put that screen up on that north pipe and you and I can go to jail together. I don’t care. I will help you. 

	• Craig: I have a question about that. Has anybody studied how much comes in from the north? 
	• Craig: I have a question about that. Has anybody studied how much comes in from the north? 

	• Sean: I have observed and I’ve seen lots of trash come out of the pipe. 
	• Sean: I have observed and I’ve seen lots of trash come out of the pipe. 

	• Kathryn: Aren’t there two pipes that come out, no, there’s two pipes that come out from under the park building. 
	• Kathryn: Aren’t there two pipes that come out, no, there’s two pipes that come out from under the park building. 

	• Sean: Yes, those are much, much smaller. 
	• Sean: Yes, those are much, much smaller. 

	• Kathryn: Those come out from the northeast neighborhood and from the east neighborhood. 
	• Kathryn: Those come out from the northeast neighborhood and from the east neighborhood. 

	• Craig: So based on what you’ve seen you think it’s more the north. And you know more than anybody. 
	• Craig: So based on what you’ve seen you think it’s more the north. And you know more than anybody. 

	• David: We’re ten minutes over so I’d like to try to get to this question and see what we want to do with it. I mean, the worst that can happen is they’re going to come back and say no, we can’t do it, and here’s the best plan for nine holes. 
	• David: We’re ten minutes over so I’d like to try to get to this question and see what we want to do with it. I mean, the worst that can happen is they’re going to come back and say no, we can’t do it, and here’s the best plan for nine holes. 

	• Anne(?): I’m fine with that. 
	• Anne(?): I’m fine with that. 

	• Matt: And I don’t know where I am on this either, but it seems like there’s someone offering saying there should, we should put a bullet on there that says a preference, a CAC preference for 18 holes. Whether that’s a uniform, I don’t think there is consensus on those 18 holes, but you could say a majority of CAC preference for 18 holes. 
	• Matt: And I don’t know where I am on this either, but it seems like there’s someone offering saying there should, we should put a bullet on there that says a preference, a CAC preference for 18 holes. Whether that’s a uniform, I don’t think there is consensus on those 18 holes, but you could say a majority of CAC preference for 18 holes. 

	• Roxanne(?): Or we could say consideration for 18 holes as opposed to the word preference.  
	• Roxanne(?): Or we could say consideration for 18 holes as opposed to the word preference.  

	• [Several voices in agreement.] 
	• [Several voices in agreement.] 

	• Nathan: I mean if we put it to the engineers and they say it’s not possible to have 18 with the reduced pumping… 
	• Nathan: I mean if we put it to the engineers and they say it’s not possible to have 18 with the reduced pumping… 

	• Sheila(?): Well they have a minimum of nine. That’s already been set. 
	• Sheila(?): Well they have a minimum of nine. That’s already been set. 

	• Nathan: …minimum of nine, then they… 
	• Nathan: …minimum of nine, then they… 

	• David: Then that’s the plan that we’re going to get them for next month? 
	• David: Then that’s the plan that we’re going to get them for next month? 

	• Teresa: If you can spend $62 million you can make that berm leak less, you can make it higher… • Nathan: My question is if we ask that question and we get the answer no, then are we going to have this conversation again with it’s nine holes and here’s… 
	• Teresa: If you can spend $62 million you can make that berm leak less, you can make it higher… • Nathan: My question is if we ask that question and we get the answer no, then are we going to have this conversation again with it’s nine holes and here’s… 

	• David: I would say this. We have asked the Park Board to reconsider, if we can consider a different pumping plan. They said no. We did, we asked if can consider things other than the pumping plan, went to the Park Board, they had a vote on it and they came back and they said it’s option b. So we’ve asked that question. We haven’t ever said hey, we absolutely want to see an 18 hole if it’s possible. I’m guessing if there was a possibility for 18 hole it would have been one of those three plans. 
	• David: I would say this. We have asked the Park Board to reconsider, if we can consider a different pumping plan. They said no. We did, we asked if can consider things other than the pumping plan, went to the Park Board, they had a vote on it and they came back and they said it’s option b. So we’ve asked that question. We haven’t ever said hey, we absolutely want to see an 18 hole if it’s possible. I’m guessing if there was a possibility for 18 hole it would have been one of those three plans. 

	• Craig: Is that where we got the nine hole thing? 
	• Craig: Is that where we got the nine hole thing? 

	• David: Yes, that’s when the nine hole thing came up, was when we went back to… 
	• David: Yes, that’s when the nine hole thing came up, was when we went back to… 

	• Sean: … reducing the pumping half the land is going to get flooded, or whatever portion of it’s going to be under water. 
	• Sean: … reducing the pumping half the land is going to get flooded, or whatever portion of it’s going to be under water. 

	• Sheila: Maybe. 
	• Sheila: Maybe. 

	• Sean: Have you seen the lake recently? 
	• Sean: Have you seen the lake recently? 

	• David: Listen, I think it’s worth at least asking, saying hey we have, there is, at least it seems like a majority consensus, if we can do 18 holes that would be good. We’re going to get an answer in a month and if it’s only nine holes then we have our answer. The 18 is impossible. And then that conversation, we have to accept that that’s what we’re going to see. 
	• David: Listen, I think it’s worth at least asking, saying hey we have, there is, at least it seems like a majority consensus, if we can do 18 holes that would be good. We’re going to get an answer in a month and if it’s only nine holes then we have our answer. The 18 is impossible. And then that conversation, we have to accept that that’s what we’re going to see. 

	• Nathan: And again I guess the question is at that point then do we get to have a conversation that’s this same thing except for now our understanding of the perimeter is, it’s not going to be an 18 hole course. And we have that conversation about what are the golf amenities, what are the non-golf amenities, what do we do with this property. I don’t think the CAC is going to be able to solve the water issue. I think the Park Board has to deal with it for better or for worse. I feel like, and this is my mai
	• Nathan: And again I guess the question is at that point then do we get to have a conversation that’s this same thing except for now our understanding of the perimeter is, it’s not going to be an 18 hole course. And we have that conversation about what are the golf amenities, what are the non-golf amenities, what do we do with this property. I don’t think the CAC is going to be able to solve the water issue. I think the Park Board has to deal with it for better or for worse. I feel like, and this is my mai

	• Teresa: Well, but, you represent the mayor. You want to lose three hundred homes in that neighborhood? 
	• Teresa: Well, but, you represent the mayor. You want to lose three hundred homes in that neighborhood? 

	• Nathan: I don’t represent anybody. I was appointed by the mayor and I represent only my own opinion. 
	• Nathan: I don’t represent anybody. I was appointed by the mayor and I represent only my own opinion. 

	• David: And by the way she’s not mayor anymore.  
	• David: And by the way she’s not mayor anymore.  

	• Nathan: So, but here’s the, this is my point, though. I just feel like if the CAC says we want 18 holes the Park Board can ignore everything that the CAC did because we basically provided them nothing of value if the answer isn’t 18 holes. 
	• Nathan: So, but here’s the, this is my point, though. I just feel like if the CAC says we want 18 holes the Park Board can ignore everything that the CAC did because we basically provided them nothing of value if the answer isn’t 18 holes. 

	• Sheila: We’re not getting rid of all of the rest of the alternative outline points. 
	• Sheila: We’re not getting rid of all of the rest of the alternative outline points. 

	• Sean: This doesn’t necessarily represent the whole community for the people who are not able to be here right now. 
	• Sean: This doesn’t necessarily represent the whole community for the people who are not able to be here right now. 

	• Kathryn: That’s one item to consider. 
	• Kathryn: That’s one item to consider. 

	• Nathan: I think it’s fair at this point to say there’s a majority of the CAC here who supports 18 holes. That’s completely accurate. My question is just about the process. So if we’re losing the opportunity to have that additional discussion. 
	• Nathan: I think it’s fair at this point to say there’s a majority of the CAC here who supports 18 holes. That’s completely accurate. My question is just about the process. So if we’re losing the opportunity to have that additional discussion. 

	• David: I just want to want to get clarification on Nate’s question real quick. We’re going to get a plan back next month based on what we’ve come up with. Is there an opportunity at that point if we say there’s a majority preference for 18 holes, it comes back with nine again, do we have an opportunity at that-point to have the conversation Nate wants to have about golf amenities on what is now an agreed-upon maximum number of holes. • Michael Schroeder: Because I know this is getting late, we’ll bring ba
	• David: I just want to want to get clarification on Nate’s question real quick. We’re going to get a plan back next month based on what we’ve come up with. Is there an opportunity at that point if we say there’s a majority preference for 18 holes, it comes back with nine again, do we have an opportunity at that-point to have the conversation Nate wants to have about golf amenities on what is now an agreed-upon maximum number of holes. • Michael Schroeder: Because I know this is getting late, we’ll bring ba

	• Kathryn: It’s always going to be in the flood plain. 
	• Kathryn: It’s always going to be in the flood plain. 

	• Joan: Except for it’s always going to be there and that’s the way it is and we’ve maintained it… 
	• Joan: Except for it’s always going to be there and that’s the way it is and we’ve maintained it… 

	• Michael: Correct. The direction of the Board was a flood-resistant, at least nine holes. 
	• Michael: Correct. The direction of the Board was a flood-resistant, at least nine holes. 

	• Kathryn: One thing that’s missing that is not still up there and sort of relates to this, I think is the fact that this pumping plan revolves around the homes. And so that has to be taken into account because when you look at the original plan that was produced versus these plans, the original plan had that number defined as to how much it was going to reduce pumping. You’ve got more property here that you’re going to have to dewater than in the original plan. And so I don’t understand how you’re coming u
	• Kathryn: One thing that’s missing that is not still up there and sort of relates to this, I think is the fact that this pumping plan revolves around the homes. And so that has to be taken into account because when you look at the original plan that was produced versus these plans, the original plan had that number defined as to how much it was going to reduce pumping. You’ve got more property here that you’re going to have to dewater than in the original plan. And so I don’t understand how you’re coming u

	• Matt: Here’s a question for Michael, too. Michael, do you think, I mean this exercise, this year-plus long exercise and hundreds and hundreds of public folks coming and giving their commentary, do you think by us saying as a CAC that we have a preference toward an 18-hole golf course, that will make them re-evaluate after a year of thoughtful, tough discussions. Their initial position on pumping itself, just because they voted not to change the pumping a year ago doesn’t mean that they couldn’t revisit th
	• Matt: Here’s a question for Michael, too. Michael, do you think, I mean this exercise, this year-plus long exercise and hundreds and hundreds of public folks coming and giving their commentary, do you think by us saying as a CAC that we have a preference toward an 18-hole golf course, that will make them re-evaluate after a year of thoughtful, tough discussions. Their initial position on pumping itself, just because they voted not to change the pumping a year ago doesn’t mean that they couldn’t revisit th

	• Michael: I can’t speak for the Board, but I know the Board of Commissioners and I think it will be difficult for them to back away from the environmental positions which a year ago we confirmed the question about the direction with the charge. I can’t tell you for certain, but there was much discussion around what was going on with the pumping at that time and they confirmed the reduced pumping scenario. They could have decided to not address pumping. They decided to retain the reduced pumping as a criter
	• Michael: I can’t speak for the Board, but I know the Board of Commissioners and I think it will be difficult for them to back away from the environmental positions which a year ago we confirmed the question about the direction with the charge. I can’t tell you for certain, but there was much discussion around what was going on with the pumping at that time and they confirmed the reduced pumping scenario. They could have decided to not address pumping. They decided to retain the reduced pumping as a criter

	• Joan: Can you explain… 
	• Joan: Can you explain… 

	• David: Joan, I have a bunch of people here waiting to go. I’ve got Sean, I have Craig, I have Roxanne. 
	• David: Joan, I have a bunch of people here waiting to go. I’ve got Sean, I have Craig, I have Roxanne. 

	• Sean: Can we add, speaking of which, can we add climate resiliency be built in because clearly we’re dealing with climate change. I don’t see it on there. 
	• Sean: Can we add, speaking of which, can we add climate resiliency be built in because clearly we’re dealing with climate change. I don’t see it on there. 

	• David: Is that different than resilience thing that’s in the Park Board directions? 
	• David: Is that different than resilience thing that’s in the Park Board directions? 

	• Michael: The flood resilience would be specific to this property.  
	• Michael: The flood resilience would be specific to this property.  

	• Sean: This project should be designed in a way that is climate resilient or that is prepared to deal with climate change and address it, because we will have to anyway. Can we support that? • Teresa: Well how do you determine whether it does or not, if you don’t have the study? 
	• Sean: This project should be designed in a way that is climate resilient or that is prepared to deal with climate change and address it, because we will have to anyway. Can we support that? • Teresa: Well how do you determine whether it does or not, if you don’t have the study? 

	• Sean: We have a lot of study.  
	• Sean: We have a lot of study.  

	• Teresa: Okay, so you have the Barr study that said the pumping did no harm environmentally. 
	• Teresa: Okay, so you have the Barr study that said the pumping did no harm environmentally. 

	• David: We’re also getting, we’re asking them to come up with a plan, and that’s all we’re doing is asking for a plan, not the engineering. I hear you.  
	• David: We’re also getting, we’re asking them to come up with a plan, and that’s all we’re doing is asking for a plan, not the engineering. I hear you.  

	• Teresa: I know. I’m just saying that to put that in you can’t just say, oh, well, this is environmentally right when the EPA says don’t put a wetland in a residential neighborhood and wouldn’t throw that one out because we don’t like that one. 
	• Teresa: I know. I’m just saying that to put that in you can’t just say, oh, well, this is environmentally right when the EPA says don’t put a wetland in a residential neighborhood and wouldn’t throw that one out because we don’t like that one. 

	• David: Michael, have you guys spoken to EPA? 
	• David: Michael, have you guys spoken to EPA? 

	• Michael: No, we haven’t, but we’ve reviewed the information that was posted on the website about constructive wetlands and wetlands. This is a wetland. If you look at the definition of a wetland, you have to look at hydrology, soil and types of vegetation. Just because it’s a golf course it’s missing the vegetation component, because if we didn’t mow the grass it would probably be a wetland vegetation spouting probably almost spontaneously. So this is a wetland. We’re not constructing a wetland. It will g
	• Michael: No, we haven’t, but we’ve reviewed the information that was posted on the website about constructive wetlands and wetlands. This is a wetland. If you look at the definition of a wetland, you have to look at hydrology, soil and types of vegetation. Just because it’s a golf course it’s missing the vegetation component, because if we didn’t mow the grass it would probably be a wetland vegetation spouting probably almost spontaneously. So this is a wetland. We’re not constructing a wetland. It will g

	• Teresa: Okay, so what about the ponds at Nokomis? 
	• Teresa: Okay, so what about the ponds at Nokomis? 

	• Michael: Well we’re talking here. I mean we a lot to figure out right here. 
	• Michael: Well we’re talking here. I mean we a lot to figure out right here. 

	• Teresa: I know that, Michael.  
	• Teresa: I know that, Michael.  

	• Kathryn: But the examples that are over there, and we say we don’t want that happening right across the street from us and into our basements. 
	• Kathryn: But the examples that are over there, and we say we don’t want that happening right across the street from us and into our basements. 

	• David: I’ve got Craig next, and I’ve got Roxanne, and you can jump into the substance of this. All right… 
	• David: I’ve got Craig next, and I’ve got Roxanne, and you can jump into the substance of this. All right… 

	• Craig: It seems to me like the decision really is do you want to build, do you want to do this and flood it and reduce the pumping and that will allegedly protect the homes. We don’t know. I mean I don’t know if anybody is going to give me a guaranty on that. [No one will.] And that’s just one option, right? I’m not say it’s the right option or the wrong option, I’m just saying it’s one option. The other option is to kind of leave it like a golf course like it is and that it’s already low-lying land and s
	• Craig: It seems to me like the decision really is do you want to build, do you want to do this and flood it and reduce the pumping and that will allegedly protect the homes. We don’t know. I mean I don’t know if anybody is going to give me a guaranty on that. [No one will.] And that’s just one option, right? I’m not say it’s the right option or the wrong option, I’m just saying it’s one option. The other option is to kind of leave it like a golf course like it is and that it’s already low-lying land and s

	• Michael: David, can I just speak briefly to that? I just want to make sure you understand that these concepts that we’re looking at which spring from an alternative that at one time was called alternative 2b. Alternative 2b was an exercise between the City of Minneapolis and the Park Board. We spent probably $400,000 studying where the water was coming from and how we could best manage it. Alternative 2b if I recall correctly increased the amount of water on the golf course property by 40 acres. I don’t r
	• Michael: David, can I just speak briefly to that? I just want to make sure you understand that these concepts that we’re looking at which spring from an alternative that at one time was called alternative 2b. Alternative 2b was an exercise between the City of Minneapolis and the Park Board. We spent probably $400,000 studying where the water was coming from and how we could best manage it. Alternative 2b if I recall correctly increased the amount of water on the golf course property by 40 acres. I don’t r

	• Craig: Well, that’s based on the Creek. I mean there’s a massive like 150 page study that they did in 2013, it was done by the Watershed District and the State. [I’ve seen it.] The water quality is due to the water that comes in the Creek. I don’t think that’s really in our [inaudible]. 
	• Craig: Well, that’s based on the Creek. I mean there’s a massive like 150 page study that they did in 2013, it was done by the Watershed District and the State. [I’ve seen it.] The water quality is due to the water that comes in the Creek. I don’t think that’s really in our [inaudible]. 

	• Roxanne: Well, it’s, again I’ve been a part of this now for five years. My goodness. I am going to say this. The source of pollution isn’t just, it’s not just one thing, it’s not just the people upstream from Lake Minnetonka, it’s not just the Creek. It’s all of us. It’s all the plastics that each of us use every day that get through our day. It’s the fact that we don’t clean up our streets frequently enough. It’s a combination of things.  
	• Roxanne: Well, it’s, again I’ve been a part of this now for five years. My goodness. I am going to say this. The source of pollution isn’t just, it’s not just one thing, it’s not just the people upstream from Lake Minnetonka, it’s not just the Creek. It’s all of us. It’s all the plastics that each of us use every day that get through our day. It’s the fact that we don’t clean up our streets frequently enough. It’s a combination of things.  

	• Craig: Right. I’m down with all of that. But us twelve people aren’t going to solve that problem. 
	• Craig: Right. I’m down with all of that. But us twelve people aren’t going to solve that problem. 

	• Roxanne: No. What I’m saying is people want direct access to the water. So if we don’t do it here than pretty soon we won’t be doing it, we’re not going to do it anywhere. All of our water bodies are being compromised.  
	• Roxanne: No. What I’m saying is people want direct access to the water. So if we don’t do it here than pretty soon we won’t be doing it, we’re not going to do it anywhere. All of our water bodies are being compromised.  

	• David: Are you talking about how some of the plans have like kayak access? Is that sort of what you’re talking about? 
	• David: Are you talking about how some of the plans have like kayak access? Is that sort of what you’re talking about? 

	• Roxanne: Just be in the water, touch it, like have access. What does that look like? 
	• Roxanne: Just be in the water, touch it, like have access. What does that look like? 

	• Matt: It could be, it could look like increased accessibility to the park and water. 
	• Matt: It could be, it could look like increased accessibility to the park and water. 

	• Roxanne: Yes. 
	• Roxanne: Yes. 

	• Matt: There you go. And I think everybody would agree to that.  
	• Matt: There you go. And I think everybody would agree to that.  

	• Craig: I’m down with all that.  
	• Craig: I’m down with all that.  

	• Sean: And I would say, about the pollution, the north pipe… 
	• Sean: And I would say, about the pollution, the north pipe… 

	• David: We need to stop that conversation because we’re already twenty minutes over, so can we stop the pollution conversation for just a minute and focus on what we need in this? Because this is our one chance to do this.  
	• David: We need to stop that conversation because we’re already twenty minutes over, so can we stop the pollution conversation for just a minute and focus on what we need in this? Because this is our one chance to do this.  

	• Roxanne: A point if I may. The last one being appropriate plantings. So you mentioned the trees being dead. That’s indicative of either the tree is in the wrong spot or it’s being flooded or it’s compromised with insects. Whatever it might be. Somebody mentioned cattails, somebody mentioned certain wetlands in the city, that are being overrun by certain plants. You know what? There are certain plants that are appropriate to certain situations, so just being very cognizant of that. 
	• Roxanne: A point if I may. The last one being appropriate plantings. So you mentioned the trees being dead. That’s indicative of either the tree is in the wrong spot or it’s being flooded or it’s compromised with insects. Whatever it might be. Somebody mentioned cattails, somebody mentioned certain wetlands in the city, that are being overrun by certain plants. You know what? There are certain plants that are appropriate to certain situations, so just being very cognizant of that. 

	• David: Does that fit into the balance natural and recreation spaces with appropriate plantings? Does that sound… [Agreement from multiple voices.] 
	• David: Does that fit into the balance natural and recreation spaces with appropriate plantings? Does that sound… [Agreement from multiple voices.] 

	• Sean: And we didn’t get our climate resiliency up there. 
	• Sean: And we didn’t get our climate resiliency up there. 

	• David: All right. We will have that conversation here in one second.  
	• David: All right. We will have that conversation here in one second.  

	• Tyler: We have to wrap up around 9:00 here because the Park does close fairly quickly. They give us some leniency.  
	• Tyler: We have to wrap up around 9:00 here because the Park does close fairly quickly. They give us some leniency.  

	• Nathan: A couple of things. I want to echo what Sean said about needing ecological sustainability and resiliency. I think regardless of what we’re talking about, what Craig said in terms of letting some of the golf course flood or anything else, I think we’re all in agreement that there needs to be some resilience. We don’t need to replant a golf course even if it continues to be a golf course. You don’t need to replant it and rebuilt it every ten years or whatever if it floods, so some sort of resilience
	• Nathan: A couple of things. I want to echo what Sean said about needing ecological sustainability and resiliency. I think regardless of what we’re talking about, what Craig said in terms of letting some of the golf course flood or anything else, I think we’re all in agreement that there needs to be some resilience. We don’t need to replant a golf course even if it continues to be a golf course. You don’t need to replant it and rebuilt it every ten years or whatever if it floods, so some sort of resilience

	• David: We have to be out of here in five minutes. 
	• David: We have to be out of here in five minutes. 

	• Tyler: So we have to be at some sort of actionable place here. 
	• Tyler: So we have to be at some sort of actionable place here. 

	• Kathryn: I want two things. Some kind of mention of 18 holes and protecting the homes with some new engineering analysis based on any changes that are done on this property. [Tyler: I think that’s inherent.] 
	• Kathryn: I want two things. Some kind of mention of 18 holes and protecting the homes with some new engineering analysis based on any changes that are done on this property. [Tyler: I think that’s inherent.] 

	• Michael: We can do that. There will be engineering that happens after the Master Plan is… 
	• Michael: We can do that. There will be engineering that happens after the Master Plan is… 

	• Kathryn: No, before the Master Plan, we don’t know that any of this can actually be done. 
	• Kathryn: No, before the Master Plan, we don’t know that any of this can actually be done. 

	• David: I would say there’s not consensus on 18 here. 
	• David: I would say there’s not consensus on 18 here. 

	• [multiple voices in multiple conversations] 
	• [multiple voices in multiple conversations] 

	• Teresa: So can we write down the 18 holes? 
	• Teresa: So can we write down the 18 holes? 

	• David: I’m not sure there is consensus within the CAC for it? I’m trying to figure out the right way to put that in there. 
	• David: I’m not sure there is consensus within the CAC for it? I’m trying to figure out the right way to put that in there. 

	• Tyler: Let’s take a break today. Let’s reconvene a meeting of just the CAC.  
	• Tyler: Let’s take a break today. Let’s reconvene a meeting of just the CAC.  

	• Michael: The public will be invited and we’ve given them a chance to speak, but you need your time to do your work.  
	• Michael: The public will be invited and we’ve given them a chance to speak, but you need your time to do your work.  

	• Tyler: We’re going to be focusing on the hot button issues, 18 holes, how that might happen. 
	• Tyler: We’re going to be focusing on the hot button issues, 18 holes, how that might happen. 

	• David: Is it possible before that meting to ask our golf course engineer whether or not they looked at 18 holes when they were looking at this because perhaps the question has already been answered? [Michael: We will bring that answer back to you.] The answer might already be there, must no one has told us yet. And so I think if it has been answered we can be told and then we know the answer. 
	• David: Is it possible before that meting to ask our golf course engineer whether or not they looked at 18 holes when they were looking at this because perhaps the question has already been answered? [Michael: We will bring that answer back to you.] The answer might already be there, must no one has told us yet. And so I think if it has been answered we can be told and then we know the answer. 

	• Sean: I don’t want to have the same conversation that we’ve had every time. 
	• Sean: I don’t want to have the same conversation that we’ve had every time. 

	• Tyler: We’re going to stay focused on the last two or three things on the table. 
	• Tyler: We’re going to stay focused on the last two or three things on the table. 

	• David: We’re not done with this list. We’re going to have another meeting.  
	• David: We’re not done with this list. We’re going to have another meeting.  


	Meeting was paused at 9:05 pm. The CAC will reconvene the meeting at a date to be determined. 



